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Woog and Hendrickson on hockey faceoffs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YHAEz08u7U

Hockey 101 with Bob Errey: The Art of the Faceoff
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wTqCZERAnc

Hockey Face Offs - Cutting the circle
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UEGS7A6AZA

How to Win Face-offs in Hockey
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwKIZfh8s6c

Hockey U – Faceoffs (very good and options)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOkox5vsroM&list=PL82CDB4D27703F0E6

Ice Hockey - Taking face offs (Brian Kilrea)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOCWrsyrhYo&list=PL82CDB4D27703F0E6
Kirk Muellar
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ghnFLVa6zA&list=PL82CDB4D27703F0E6

Sergei Fedorov vs Wayne Gretzky Faceoff
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55mk_xB_pXY&list=PL82CDB4D27703F0E6

B7 Face-off Practice-Washington
Key Points:
Watch the puck all the time. Read what the other player is going to do by how they hold the stick and
where their team mates are. Practice winning clean and scrambling the draw.

Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Either a coach or another player drop the puck for a face-off.
Players compete to win the face-off.
Add competitions.
Practice both forehand and backhand.

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101210084123920

B8 - Regroup x 3 and 5 Shots
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, do everything while skating, firm passes, hit the net and follow shots for
rebounds.
Description:
1 – Coach pass to a F who regroups with a D to start a 5-0 regroup.
2 – D hinge and pass up to a forward who head mans the puck and that F goes in for a shot.
3 – Coach pass to F who regroups and D hinge and pass up F to F who attacks and shoots.
4 – Coach pass to F, regroup, hinge and up to third F who attacks the net and shoots.
5 – Coach place puck for wide D who skates to line and takes a point shot.
6 – Coach place another puck for the last D to pick up and take a point shot.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140821092948395

B200 - Regroup 5-0 Middle Drive – Detroit
Key Points:
Everyone joins the attack. First player without the puck go to the net hard. Next two create a reverse
triangle. 4th and 5th attacker join the rush.
Description:
1. Players line up on one side in the neutral zone.
2. Start with a forward passing back to a defenseman.
3. Forwards fill the three lanes.
4. Go D to D and pass up to the forwards.
5. Attack with all five players.
6. Next group of 5 repeat the other way when the rush crosses the blue line.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141216105644494

B200 Scoring Circuit

B200 Scoring Circuit
Key Points:
Make quick moves and shoot while skating. Sell a fake shot and shoot where the goalie CAME
FROM not where he is GOING.
Description:
1. Gretzky turn. Force the D to back up then skate laterally back and across.
2. Skate and shoot at the boards while moving.
3. Skate around pylon get pass from 1 and shoot. Repeat with 2.
4. Go around pylons 1-2-3-4 and each time get a diagonal pass and shoot.
5. No shooting angle shoot 5 hole and follow or far post low for a rebound.
6. One timers.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100412125453157
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B202 - 3 on 0 Neutral Zone Passes - Pro
Key Point:
Make one touch pass to each player. Face the puck and give a target.
Description:
1. Players line up behind the blue line in 3 lines.
2. On whistle leave and exchange one touch passes in the neutral zone to each player.
3. Attack 3-0 at the original end.
4. Opposite group repeat.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090818155459550

B202 - 4 x 2 Chaos Overspeed – College
Key Points:
Overspeed with the puck. Go as fast as possible making moves and cutbacks. Pass quickly always facing
the partner.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Four players from each end leave and puck handle in the neutral zone as fast as possible.
On the whistle pass to the first player in the line you started in.
Break into two groups of two.
Pass quickly in the neutral zone.
One the whistle pass to the line you came from.
Goalie training with the coach at one end.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20180930143940302
https://youtu.be/fEGcEqZUQAE

B202 - Across and Middle x 2 - U17
Key Points:

Give a target and face the puck. Pass hard and lead the player so he doesn’t have to slow down. Shoot
and rebound and either screen or rebound for the next shooter. Stay onside on the 2-0.
Description:
A. Players face each other across the neutral zone lined up with the dots.
B. 1 and 3 pass up to 2 and 4.
C. 1 and 3 skate for an outlet on the boards then across the middle.
D. 2 and 4 pass across to 5 and 7.
E. 1-3 cut across and get passes from 5-7.
F. 1-3 skate in, shoot, rebound, circle back and rebound, screen or defend vs. the next player.
G. 2 and 4 repeat passing to 5-7.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150820104923347

B202 - Chaos and Goalie Warm-up - C U18 F
Key Points:
Protect the puck, make moves, fakes, pivots in all directions. Keep your head up and avoid the coaches
poke check. Goalies work with a coach at one end.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Players are in three lines on both sides of the neutral zone.
First player in each line handle the puck between the blue lines.
Coaches skate around and poke check at the puck.
Rotate every 15-20”.
Goalie coach work on technique.

Options: *Add pass to the players at the front of the line.
*Exchange pucks with the other players in the middle.
*Knock the puck off other players sticks.
* Do Overspeed intervals or 10”.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20161026092757471
https://youtu.be/I9OmgC2cFL0

B202 - Circle and Shoot 1-0 x 2 x 2 - Czech U20
Key Points:
Make lots of moves and shoot while skating then follow the shot. Shoot to score. Rebound for the next
shooter.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players line up in four groups behind the blue line.
The first player from one side leaves with a puck and circle the other players.
Skate to the net and shoot to score.
Follow the shot for a rebound.
Circle back and rebound for the next player.
Skate outside first to shoot from the middle and inside to shoot from the wing.

* With large groups two nets at each end can be used.
* This formation can be used for 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, 1-1, 2-1, 2-2 drills or a quick transition game.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20150816212954900

B202 Low-Wide-Middle to Low-Middle-Wide - Pro
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, do everything while skating, follow the shot for a rebound, shoot in stride,
shoot to score, hit the net.
Description:
Start by passing low-wide-middle-shoot at each end and alternate sides.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

1 pass low to 2.
2 pass to 1 in the wide lane.
1 pass to 3.
3 pass back to 1 in the middle lane.
1 shoots, follows the shot for a rebound.
1 becomes the next low passer.
2 goes to the back of the line.
Repeat on the other side.
Change the drill by 1 skating in the middle lane for the first pass then wide for the second pass.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140923090314839

B202 Luhowy Puckhandling and Passing Circuit – U18
Key Points:
Control the puck and “lock and load” or ‘triple threat position’ when you carry the puck; meaning move it
from in front to your side. Keep a strong skating position with the knees bent and head up.
Description:
Line up behind the top of the circle with 2 or 3 players facing 2 or 3 players at the other end.
Have between 2 and 4 groups depending on the number of players. A group of 4 is the smallest.
1. First player in each line skate towards the other line and pass to the far line.
2. Exchange pucks and pass to opposite line.
3. Skate to red line tight left turn and pass to original line.
4. Repeat but make a tight right turn.
5. Carry toward other player and head and shoulder fakes with legs wide then pass.
6. Alternate knee touches and pass to far line.
7. Carry the puck and do a lateral push to face the other player and exchange pucks.
8. Exchange pucks twice then pass to the far end.
*Other passes like backhands, saucer or moves like in the feet, toe drag can be added.
Video Example with U18 Boy’s.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2015102208283598
Video Example with College Women.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2008072023504376

B202 - Luhowy Passing - U17
Key Points:
Practice all passes and incorporate balance and puck handling exercises.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players face each other in groups of 2 to 4 at either end.
P1 skate with the puck and pass to P2.
Make various kinds of passes.
Exchange the puck on the forehand, backhand, one forward, one backward, etc..
Practice taking back passes, high passes, fake and pass, etc..
Ideally have groups of 4 players with 2 at each end for a good work/rest ratio.

* It is possible to have 6 or 7 groups working at the same time to increase reps and decrease inactivity.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150820111518956
https://youtu.be/lLJlp747ZN4

B202 - Nzone Regroup 1-0 - Czech U20
Key Points:
Face the puck and give a target, shoot while skating, make a feint before shooting.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players are in two lines at opposite blue lines facing each other.
Player one leave and get a pass from two and one touch pass back.
Player one swing to the wide lane and get a second pass from player two.
Player three repeats with player four in the opposite direction.
Player one shoot, follow the shot for a rebound.
After the shot circle back and rebound for the next shooter.

* The original shooter could also screen one touch pass or play a 1-1 vs. the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816221506836
https://youtu.be/Wf9AnDpfFtk

B202 - Passing and Shooting on Both Nets
Key Points:
One touch pass. Shoot while skating and always follow the shot for a rebound with the stick on the ice.

Description:
Greens on one side and whites on the other side at the red line. Each shoot at a different net.

Sequence One
- 1 pass across to 2, 2 back to 1, 1 back to 2 back to 1 who goes in and shoots with the feet moving,
follow the shot for a rebound and then circle back to rebound the next shot before returning to the line.

Sequence Two
- Same two give and goes and then give and go with the last shooter who is on the goal line and shoot
without handling the puck. Pass to the next shooter and after you pass step out and look for a rebound.

B202 - Passing in 4 Groups - Czech U20
Key Points:
Keep moving, give a target, skate in all directions, make forehand and backhand passes. Face the puck at
all times and pass from the triple threat position. Add stick and head fakes before passing.
Description:
1. Pass from the blue line into the neutral zone in groups of three, usually a forward line.
2. Player 1 at a time skate and exchange three or four passes with 2, first player in line.
3. Rotate with the player 2 skating and exchange with player 3.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20161025095653287
https://youtu.be/C9KYthXMhc4

B202 - Regroup 1-0, 2-0 Pass Options – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target and face the puck. Pass hard and lead the player so he doesn’t have to slow down. Shoot and rebound
and either screen or rebound for the next shooter. Stay onside on the 2-0.
Description:

1. Players face each other across the neutral zone lined up with the dots.
2. Start with R1 passing ahead to B2 who passes over to B3. This pattern happens with B1 to R2 to R3 at
the same time.
A. B3 make a cross ice pass to R1 who faces the play on the far wing and goes in for a shot.
B. R3 pass to B1 who mirrors the puck from the middle lane and goes wide for a shot.
C. R3 pass to R1 who mirrors the puck from the middle lane - attack wide. R2 join attack after passing
across.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130201092546814

B202 - Regroup Progression 1-0 - 2-0 - U17
Key Points:
Attack with speed, give a target, follow the shot for a rebound, hit the net, face the puck, pass hard.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Start facing each other from behind the blue lines.
A pass to B and C pass to D.
A-C follow the pass then open pivot for a pass from B-D and shoot at the original end.
A-C follow the shot for a rebound and then rebound for C-D.
B-D pass to E-F and repeat the other way.
Change the drill so A and C skate to the boards and then across.
Now B pass to C and D pass to A who cut into the middle.
Switch to 2-0 at each end.
A-C pass to B-D who pass across to G-E.
A-C skate around the circle to the outside B-C cut through the middle after passing.
G pass to A and E pass to C.

* Options: after shooting, screen, rebound, give and go with next group, defend 1-1, 2-1, 2-2.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150820111520857
https://youtu.be/HqSl4lvf5vQ

B202 – Regroup Options x 2 - Shot - U17
Key Points:
Face the puck at all times and give a target. Follow the shot for a rebound and shoot while skating. Give
a target on both the backhand and forehand. Post up but keep skating and presenting a target.
Descriptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A leave from diagonal lines and pass to B at the opposite blue line.
A post up along the boards facing the puck and get a return pass.
Skate toward the original and exchange passes with C.
Skate in and shoot then circle back to rebound for the next shooter.
Now A skate across and get a pass from E and pass to F.
Skate through the middle lane. Shoot then rebound.
Add E step out and A read to skate the middle or wide lane.

* Options: After the shot A could defend 1-1 vs. the next shooter or give and go with the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150820113007194
https://youtu.be/5LJt8DsprI8

B202 - Saucer Pass - U18 F
Key Points:
Roll the puck from the heel of the stick to the middle with the hands away from the body in a motion
similar to throwing a frizbee. Follow through at the target. Do the same motion on the backhand.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Partners line up opposite each other on the blue line.
Start with stationary passing and focus on the mechanics of the saucer pass.
Pass with a target and practice landing the puck on the red line.
Practice both forehand and backhand saucer passes.
Progress to skating back to the top of the circle, forward and pass from the blue.
Add pivots and fakes.
Have contests on how many land on the red line.

B202 – Shoot – Breakout - Pass Wide - Shoot x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, follow the shot for a rebound before getting a new puck, pass hard.
Description:
Players line up along the boards and the middle with two lines facing each way.
1.
2.
3.
4.

#1’s Start with a shot from the far wing.
Get a new puck from the corner and pass to 2 in the middle.
#2 make a quick up to 3 in the wide lane.
#3 shoot, follow the shot, get a new puck in the corner and pass to 4.

*Continue this flow and players rotate shooter to boards and then to the middle. Do this from both
sides.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140918093638947
This is the same drill but it starts with a coach pass to the shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141004090034594

B202 1-0, 2-0 With Chip – Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck and give a target, rebound for the next shooter. Chip by the defense at offensive blue line
and skate into the middle lane.
Description:
1. Two lines face each other from each blue line.
Part One
2.
3.
4.
5.

B1 regroup with R1 from one line and R1 regroup with B1 on the other side.
B1 and R1 get a return pass and attack each net.
B1 and R1 circle back to rebound for the next shooter.
R2 and B2 repeat from diagonal corners – add a one touch pass.

Part Two
6.
7.
8.
9.

Change the drill so both B1 and B2 leave with B1 passing to R1.
B1 regroups with R1 who chips the puck into the zone.
R2 cuts across and picks up the chip while R1 drives to the net.
Repeat with R1 and R2 regrouping with B3.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141018095954964

Swedish Ice Hockey Association
Drill Tip 6: 3-on-3 passing game in center zone
Good drill for passing and receiving
Objective/execution: Communication, getting open/playable, movement, battle.
- 3-on-3 game without a goal. Pass within the individual team with high intensity.
- The other players are active on the blue line and are ready to make give and go passes.
- Use the “give and go passers” (alert in the ready position).
- Work 20 sec., then change players.
- Puck comes out of the zone, coach adds new puck.

B202 Breakout Pass and Shooting Warm up

B202 Breakout Pass and Shooting Warm up
Key Points:
Make hard passes and the forward give a target.
Options: The forward could give and go with the D after the initial pass. F could also rush the D
so he has to shoot by the defender.
Description:
Done on both sides of the ice at the same time on the coaches whistle.
1. The D's pass to a F's cutting across the ice.
2. The F attacks and shoots then rebounds then screen for the point shot.
3. The D follows the play gets a pass from the forward and shoots.
Video: http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?
f=0&sort=0&s=20090901074924530
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B202 Chaos Passing - Kazakstan Women
Key Points
Chaos develops split vision and the drill demands that the players pass while skating. Always face the puck and give
a target with the stick on the ice.
Description:
1. Half the players line up along the blue lines while the others skate with a puck in the neutral zone and pass to the
players on the blue line.
2. Move all around and not just in a circle.
3. Alternate passing to players on one side and then the other blue line.
4. Tasks like skating moves or types of passes can be added as well as bursts of speed or passing to one line and
then the other or passing to each player. Knocking the puck off other players sticks can also be added to create puck
protection skills.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012082310383134

A2 Neutral Zone Overspeed
Key Points:
It is important to do some overspeed training where players skate and do all the
skills at a top speed. Go as fast as you can or faster. If no players fall down it
means they aren't pushing the envelope. If they all fall down then they aren't
good skaters.
Description:
Players wait outside the neutral zone against the boards. On the whistle two
players from each line carry the puck doing moves for 8" and on the next whistle
skate hard to take a shot on net. Stress that they shoot while skating at top speed
like Ovechkin. While the first group leaves the second group skates with a puck in
the middle. Follow the shot, look for rebounds. You could add a give and go with
the group ahead and a one timer or other situation at full speed. Whistle every 8
seconds.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20111004075623113

B202 - 3 on 0 Neutral Zone Passes
Key Point:
Make one touch pass to each player. Face the puck and give a target.

Description:
1. D makes the first pass to the F and two forwards skate laterally and exchange the puck.
2. Defender close the gap and stay between the attackers.
3. Go the other direction when the puck crosses the blue line.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090818155501847
The farm team doing the same drill but with only one goalie at practice.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090812173648952

B202 Neutral Zone Regroup 1-0 and 2-0 – RB Pro
Key Points:
Start by exchanging the puck and always face the puck when pivoting for the return.
Description:
1. Players face each other and regroup in the neutral zone 1-0 then 2-0 and then attack. Start with exchanging the
puck and then the breakout pass.
2. On the 2-0 practice chipping by the D to enter the zone or simply enter 2-0 with crosses.
3. You can add defense by having the shooter go out and defend the next attack. 4. When just shooting follow the
rebound then circle back for the rebound from the next shooter.

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090813080849924
youtu.be/ZKfF_62_huo

B202 One Touch 2-0 Sweden U20
Key Points:
Face the puck. Attack with speed and follow the shot for a rebound.

Description:
B202 Formation Two groups face each other across the neutral zone.
A. B1 leave and give and go with Y2 then skate around the circle facing the puck and
get another pass from Y2.
Last shooter circle back and attack 2-0.
B. Y1 leave and give and go with B2 then give and go with B1 then face the puck on the
boards and get an outlet pass from B1. Y3 leave from the back of the other line and
attack 2-0.
Options: After attacking one of two players could defend making it a 2-1 or 2-2.
- One Timers
- Use this drill as a Shootout Contest.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt/index.php?id=82

B202 Pass to All Players
Key Points:

Give and go pass. Give a target and make eye contact before passing.
Description:
1. Blues start with half on each blue line.
2. Reds weave around in the middle.
3. Red pass to each blue player.
4. Alternate sides each pass.
5. Switch every 30".
*Compete to see who makes the most passes.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt/index.php?id=99

B202 Passing Overspeed
Key Points:
Always face the puck and make as many passes as possible. On the whistle pass early to the player
below the goal line. Hit the net and look for the rebound from the second shooter. Give a target.
Description:
1. Two red and two blue leave from the line.
2. Make as many passes as possible in 7".
3. On the whistle player with the puck give and go with a player below the goal line and shoot.
4. Second player get a pass from the side then give and go low and shoot.
5. On the same whistle two new players from each colour leave from the line.
6. After the shot become a passer near the net.
7. Low passers return to the line up.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121104080332117

B202 Puck Handling and Shooting
Key Points:
Make hard fakes both ways, fake shots, tight turns. Have quick feet. Cross the blue line and either shoot
or pass and shoot. Add variations after shooting.

Description:
1. Players line up behind the blueline; coach in the middle.
2. On the whistle leave from diagonal lines and make hard fakes around the coach.
3. Variations:
A- Shoot and rebound.
B-Rebound for the next shooter.
C-Shoot then give and go with next shooter.
D-Defend 1-1 vs. the next shooter.
E-Get in position for a one timer shot.
*Add other variations such as a shot pass.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2009082320511162

B202 Warm-up - Finland Pro
Key Points:
Skate and handle the puck with lots of quick turns and moves. Give a target for a pass. Follow the shot
for a rebound then rebound for the next shooter.
Description:
1. Reds on one blue line and blue at the other.
2. Two reds and two blues handle the puck in the neutral zone for about 10'.
3. Leave one at a time to shoot at the end they start from.
4. Players now pass to players on the lines for 10' then skate in and shoot.
5. Rebound for the next shooter.
* Players could give and go with the next shooter after they have shot.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150205101301794

B300 - One Touch Monkey in the Middle - Finland U20
Key Points:
Give a target and use head and body fakes as well as look one way and pass the other way.
Description:
1. Choose monkey with Rock-Paper-Scissors
2. Only one touch passe are allowed.
3. Player making a bad pass goes into the middle.
4. Add a second player as a monkey for advanced groups.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120411094000243

B300 - Pass and Keepaway - U18 G
Key Points:
Use various types of passes and focus on hands away from the body and passing within the stick
handling motion with wrist and not slap passes. Focus on puck protection and stick on the puck in the
game.
Description:
1. Partners or groups of three skate around the rink passing.
2. Pass forehand, backhand, one backward, etc..
3. Play Keepaway on the whistle.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150522112834477

B300 - Passing – Goalie Warm up - 2-0, 3-0 - Pro W
Key Points:
Eye contact, hands away from the body, roll the puck heel to middle, use eye and stick fakes, give a target, keep the
stick square to the puck, absorb the pass, keep the shoulders loose, use both the forehand and backhand. Go in all
directions when in the neutral zone. Add skills like two touches only, backhands, escape move when you get the
puck. Other tasks like 2-1 keepaway, fake pass to one and pass to two, one touch etc. are possible. Also add full
speed for 5’ on the whistle.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Skate around the ice with a partner and pass.
Goalies warm up with a coach at one end.
Move into the neutral zone and continue passing weaving through teammates.
Get into groups of three and continue passing between the blue lines.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20180310181413433

https://youtu.be/_xKQNFSY3GI

B300 Checking Along the Boards - Sweden Checking 6
Key Points:
Attacker protect the puck with the body and skates using dekes and cut backs. Defender stay on
the d-side with stick on the puck. NHL now lasso's around with free hand on the back and stick
on the puck.
Description:
1. One offensive player with a puck.
2. One defensive player who maintains defensive side.
3. Offensive player protect the puck with the bodys while skating along the boards.
4. Defensive player body on body and stick on the puck.
5. Defensive player can push on the hips to unweight the attacker.
6. NHL lasso's attacker with the stick around the body and on the puck and free hand on the
back. Jam puck loose.
http://www.swehockey.se/Hockeyakademin/Utbildning/Video/Ovningsbanken Narkampsspel Teknik
https://skydrive.live.com/?cid=bd6fa116988317e9#cid=BD6FA116988317E9&id=BD6FA116988317E9%213923

B300 Escape from Alcatraz - Sweden Checking 3
Key Points:
The prisoner escapes by knocking a guard out of the circle. Use the legs, keep the head up on
top of the shoulders back up hands down.
Description:
1. Prisoner in the middle and guards inside the circle.
2. Prisoner gets one rush at each guard.
3. A guard who is pushed outside the circle becomes the prisoner.
4. Prisoner vs. each guard once then switch if he doesn't escape.
http://www.swehockey.se/Hockeyakademin/Utbildning/Video/Ovningsbanken/
https://skydrive.live.com/?cid=bd6fa116988317e9#cid=BD6FA116988317E9&id=BD6FA116988317E9%2
13924

Mission Impossible:
Key Points:
Create challenging tasks that get progressively more difficult. I taught over 25, 000 PE classes in
my career and this was the most popular activity. We did it as a role playing game and half were
guards and the other have trying to escape from a prisoner of war camp. Everyone had to be
silent and if the prisoner failed the guard said bang and they had to go back. It made it more fun
to have the story attached but in a hockey practice you wouldn’t have to do this. It was such a
popular activity that at noon intramural time there would be kid’s from grade 1 to grade 9
playing at the same time.
Description:
1. Have the players line up and do various skill tasks.
2. If they are successful they go to the next station. If they fail they have to go back to the start.
3. Have two teams that get between 5-10 minutes to go through while the other team judges each
station. Compete to see which team has the most players finish the circuit.
4. Another alternative is to have coaches be the judges and all the players do it.

B300 Monkey in the Middle vs 1 and 2 - Russian U20
Key Points:
Pass with good technique and give a target. Defenders keep the stick in passing lanes.

Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose teams with Rock-Paper-Scissors.
Start with one in the middle and then two when the first mistake is made.
Rotate on a bad pass or give-away.
Move with the puck and made stick and body fakes.
Use various kinds of passes or have rules such as one-touch only.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120410094022848

B300 Optional Practice Skills – Finnish U20
Key Points:
Players work with the coaches and do skills with good hablits. In all of these drills a player could
pass instead of a coach.
Description:
1. Players line up behind the blue line and skate into the neutral zone and then flare out
towards the boards facing the puck and give a target. The coach passes and the player
attack and shoot. Follow the shot for a rebound and then circle back to rebound for the
next shooter.
2. Player get a regroup pass from the coach along the boards then shoot-rebound.
3. Coach pass to a player from the side boards to the point and the player take a one timer.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120305093524642

B300 Practice Stations-Skill-Games
Key Points:
Coaches progress from stationary technique instruction to cross ice movement doing the skills.
When instructing shooting insist that they follow the shot for a rebound.

Description:
1. Ice is divided into cross ice stations with a coach at each station.
2. This formation can be used for skating, passing, shooting, checking or any technique.
3. Move from stationary instruction to movement.
4. Games can also be played cross ice or at one net.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100821114618838

B300 Protect the Dot - Sweden Checking 2
Key Points:
Defender must keep the hands down and the upper body erect by playing the attackers stick
and blocking chest to chest. Bend the knees and head up in a strong athletic position.
Description:
1. Defender in the middle protect the puck on the dot and block body and knock away stick
2. Attackers stand outside of the circle.
3. Attackers take turns tying to knock the puck off the dot vs. the defender.
4. If the first rush is blocked then the next player attacks.
5. Attacker goes into the middle if he hits the puck.
http://www.swehockey.se/Hockeyakademin/Utbildning/Video/Ovningsbanken/
https://skydrive.live.com/?cid=BD6FA116988317E9&id=BD6FA116988317E9%213934#cid=BD6FA116988317E9&id
=BD6FA116988317E9%213928

B300 Skill Sequence
Key Points:
Practice shooting quickly, Use many moves vs a passive opponent and increase the movement
progressing to cross ice games.

Description:
1.Skate across ice and shoot at boards.
2. Skate-give and go-deke-shoot quickly.
3.Skate-give and go-deke moving D-Shoot.
4.Give-go,defender close gap-deke-shoot.
5.Partner keep-away.
6.1 on 1 game-use line on boards or nets.
7. 1 on 1 game. Pass to waiting partner on whistle, goal or when defender regains puck.
6. Cross ice game and use small nets or the line on the boards as the goal. Play tournaments.

B300 Three Player Around the Clock
Key Points:
One touch pass and follow through at the target. Get the top hand away from the body. Pass and rotate.
Description:
Three or four players one touch pass around a circle.
1 - Pass 6 to 12 o'clock. 6 to 3, 12 to 9, player three stay at 6.
2 - Pass 12 to 3 o'clock. 12 to 9, 3 to 6.
3 - Pass 3 to 9 o'clock. 9 to 6, 3 to 12.
4 - Pass 9 to 6 o'clock.
5 - Repeat starting with player three at 6.
*Go around 3-5 times and then change direction.
mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120218083539387

B300 Tschumi Around the Clock One Touch
Key Points:
One touch the puck in the middle of the blade and follow through with the top hand away from the
body. Start rotating clockwise and then switch to counter clockwise.

Description:
A. 1 and 2 one touch five times 6-12 o'clock.
B. 2 pass to 3 at 3 o'clock.
C. 3 one touch across to 2 at 9 o'clock.
D. 2 one touch to 4 at 12 o'clock.
E. Repeat with 4 passing to 3 x 5.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt/index.php?id=90

B400 - 2-0, 3-0, 4-0, 5-0 Pass Every Zone – Pro W
Key Points:
Face the puck and pass on the forehand. Stay in each zone until all
players have made a pass.
Description:
1. Two then three then four then five players leave.
2. Each player must make a pass in each zone.
3. Take a shot at each end.
4. Skate facing the puck and make forehand passes.
5. Possible sequence is reverse and 5-4-3-2 leave the other way.

Options:
Start with one player who touches both knees at each blue line. If less than 20 skaters
i.e. 16 go 1-2-3-4 then start the other way and go 4-3-2-1.
Another option is to use one touch passes only, or do an escape move and then pass.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20180312184015918

https://youtu.be/VzaDDDXQ0f8

B500 - 1-1 in Front and Support at Point and Behind - Svenska
Key Points:
The most dangerous attacker is in front of the net. Play 2-1 but really a 2-2 as the goalie takes
the shooter and defender denies the pass. Seal the stick to the outside on the shot and tie up
the stick and then look for the rebound after the shot.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Coach has the pucks and passes to either the point or behind the net.
Players at point and behind can only shoot or pass.
Defender deny pass to the player in front and rebound goals.
Repeat about three times.

http://www.swehockey.se/Hockeyakademin/Utbildning/Video/Ovningsbanken/ 1 mot 1 #1
https://skydrive.live.com/?cid=bd6fa116988317e9#cid=BD6FA116988317E9&id=BD6FA116988317E9%2
13085 Skydrive

B500 - Datsyuk Group Puck Protection
Key Points:
Protect the puck with the body and stick and body fakes, dekes and moves.
Description:
Groups of 4-6 players protect the puck from each other in a game of keepaway. Whoever gets the puck
moves through the crowd.
This game works on both take-aways and keep-away.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140909110401459

B-D Practice Practice - Give and Go
Key Points:
Shoot quick, pass quick, face the puck, give a target. Don't dust off the puck. Make hard fakes
and accelerate after a move.
Description:
1. Four Quick shots.
2. Game with Jokers.
3. Game of 3-2. D inside circle, F outside circle.
4. Go around coach.
a. Waggle around then seal off and accelerate.
b. fake and across with puck in front of toes both forehand and backhand.

B500 - Partner Wrist Passes - Czech U17
Key Points:

Technique practice. Stick is square to the puck, hands relaxed. Make good hard and flat passes. The puck
rotates toward the end of the blade.
Description:
1. Partners work on passing in various areas of the ice.
2. Use wrist passes.
3. Load and fire: wind up, produce force, release, follow through at the target.
4. Forehand, backhand and saucer passing technique can be practiced in the same way.
If you expect good performance in games then you must pay attention to technique details.
*Goalies warm up with crease skating.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121231222118851

B500 - Puck Battles 1-1- Pro
Key Points:
Protect the puck by shielding with the body and moving it out of the defenders reach. Defender keep
the stick on the ice and blade on blade.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pair up with a partner.
Start with a puck along the boards facing each other about 3 m. from the puck.
Battle for the puck in a small area on the whistle.
Go 10” and the player with no puck do push-ups.
Move the puck 3 m. from the boards and start from the boards.
Battle again for 10”.
No puck do push-ups.

*Players can also start about 3m. from the boards (10 feet) with the puck against the boards.
* A good progression is to play 2-2 keepaway with 1 point for 7 consecutive passes, then to 4-4 and have
rules such as only backhand passes, or one hand only on the stick.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=2017031711104581
https://youtu.be/rzAB4Zz2gQs

B500 3 Spoke Passing - Czech U17
Key Points:
Keep the hands away from the body and follow through at the target. The puck rotates toward the toe of the blade.
Hands should be relaxed and the stick blade square to the puck. Backhands have to be taken from the middle to the
heel of the blade of the blade adjusted to be square with the curve.
Description:
1.
2.

Start with statice partner passing alternating between forehand and back hand. Use wrist passes and focus
on the giving and receiving being quiet.
Spoke pass with two pucks in groups of 3 or 4. One player takes passes from the other players. Alternate
forehand and backhand.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012123116313799

B500 Agility Skating

B500 Agility Skating
Key Points:
Keep the feet moving in a good balance position.
Description:
A. Skate to the dot and then laterally and back etc. Always face the far end.
Finish with a shot.
-Can also be done with a puck.
B. Skate facing the far end while exchanging pucks with 2.
Go both ways.
You can finish with a shot.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B500%20Agility%20Skating.htm12/02/2010 3:06:53 AM

B500 Angling and Escapes
Key Points:
Angle approaching at the back shoulder with "Body on Body and Stick on the Puck".
Defensive angling pin and teammate pick up the puck, and on offensive angling seal the player off and
take the puck.
Learn to approach at the back shoulder-not the puck. On offense cut back when the player angles at the
puck.

Description:
1. Angle at back shoulder, press into boards with the inside leg between the legs.
2. Angle at back shoulder, press into boards with the inside leg in front.
3.Offensive check by bumping the defender who is angle checking and then accelerate
4. Pass to self off the boards or back of net.
5. Pass back to inside skate edge and back between the legs.
*Drive to the net and use a "heel to heel slide like Crosby, Selanne and Koivu."
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20080719114133299

B500 Battle on the Boards
Key Points:
Offensive player protect the puck with the body and skates, use cutbacks, fakes, change of pace. Go into
the boards at an angle, Hands up on the glass when hit from behind. Defender stick on stick, body on
body and maintain defensive side always.

Description:
1. Partners take turns moving up and down the boards protecting the puck for 10".
2. One player protect the puck and the other mirror from the defensive side keeping the stick on the
puck.
3. Battle each other along the boards.
4. Goalies work on technique at one end.

C3 Breakout and Regroup Options - Sweden
Key Points:
Defense always skate when they get the puck and carry it in the triple threat position on the side. Force
the fore checker to commit and then pass away from pressure.

Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Go - Dump in, shoulder check both ways fake and go.
Reverse – Drive skate behind the net and put it back off the boards to partner.
Wheel – Drive skate around the net and cut up ice near the post to protect the puck.
Bank – D to D off the boards behind the net.
Hinge – D to D who takes the puck wide then passes back to his D partner in the middle.
Switch – D1 to D2 then D1 crosses behind and gets a drop pass from D2 who crosses in front.
Double Pass - D1 to D2 and back to D1 and up to the F.
Regroups – F’s pass back to D who do the various D to D options and up to F’s then the middle D
join the rush.

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20080722140657916

B500 Defenseman One Timers
Key Points:
Start with easy soft passes to the wheelhouse and then give hard passes within reach that the player must adjust to.
Either the coach or players can do the passing. With the players passing rotate to shooter after passing.
Description:
1.

Pucks are in the middle near the blue line.

2. Coach or a player pass to a player who takes a one timer.
3. Keys are:
4. a. Windup - stick back early,
b. Force Production – bottom arm is straight and body rotate to the target.
c. Crucial instant - energy to a few inches, cm. behind the puck. Maintain contact with the ice as
long as possible allowing the shaft of the stick to bend then project the puck.
d. Front knee and stick blade point to the net.
*Players can rotate pass-replace shooter-repeat the other side or else pass about 5 pucks in a row and
then rotate.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090812164222165

B500 Defensive Side with Stick on the Puck
Key Points:
Player checks from the defensive side with the stick always on the attackers stick. Keep the stick on the
ice when going side to side.

Description:
1. Two players work together one of offense one on defense.
2. Half rest half actice on the whistle.
3. Practice about 5" and alternate.
4. Start with no puck with offense shielding with the body defender stick on stick.
5. Progress to using a puck.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090817105910820

B500 Defensive Zone Skating
Key Points:
Players skate according to their position in the defensive zone. You should skate as if there is an attacker
in front of the net and three attackers cycling on the strong side with the middle forward covering the
front of the net.

Description:
1. Players start off with a box and one in the middle.
2. Coach points to where the puck is and the players hustle to the proper defensive position.
3. Sticks in the passing lanes and a man-you-puck triangle for role 4.
4. Skate to 5 spots.
5. Straight line stop and start skating.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090817105908648

B500 Individual Skills
Key Points:
Divide the ice into stations and practice individual technique. The coach can focus on skills for various
players.

Description:
1. Coach pass to defenseman who moves and shoots at the red strpe on the boards.
2.Player agility skate with turns and pivots then get a pass.
3. Saucer pass with a partner.
4. Play rebound with the goalie.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090823205113460

B500 One Timers and Breakaways - Czech U17
Key Points:
Scoring practice includes one timers, shots from the wing and short breakaways. Players should make moves and
fakes as if they are beating a checker and then shoot. Always shoot to score. Follow a pattern so the goalies know
where the next shot is coming from.
Description:
1.
2.
3.

Take one timers, shots from the wing and point shots at one end.
Breakaways from just above the hash marks at the other end.
Focus on lots of players getting shots and the goalie stopping pucks from various angles and distances
instead of just one kind of shot.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130115154631744

B500 One Timers, Shots and Breakaways - Czech U17
Key Points:
Practice individual skills with the thought that someone is checking you. Add dekes, feints and moves
before taking a shot or making a pass.
Desciption:
1. Breakaways from the top of the circle.
2. Point shots with movement.
3. One-timers with fakes before passing.
4. Shots from the slot but skate and make fakes before taking the shot.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121231223138806

B500 One Touch and Face Puck - Finland

Key Points:
One touch. Make sure the top hand follows the pass and isn't locked against the body. Demonstrated by
Reijo Routsalainen.

Description:
-One passer on opposite sides. Middle player one touch facing the puck give and go then give and go
with other passer.
-Rotate the middle player every 10".
-Add tasks like tight turns, fakes etc.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130521102432764
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlQ0Y3WCx28

B500 Overspeed 2-0 with a Pass
Key Points:
Players must challenge themselves out of their comfort zone. Make as many moves as possible and
continue until they have shot and looked for a rebound. Take the pass and shoot right away without
over handling.

Description:
1. Line up along boards on one side.
2. Players 1 and 2 start on the goal line.
3. Players 3 and 4 leave and make moves at top speed.
4. Coach whistle every 7" and they players attack the net.
5.Closest attacker give and go with 1 or 2.
6. Second closest do a tight turn then give and go with 1 o 2.
7. With only one goalie go one way only.
8. After passing return to the back of the line.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20111004075623113

B500 Passing Circuit

B500 Passing Circuit
Key Points:
Make wrist and snap passes.
4 Passing phases.
1. Wind up
2. Produce forward force.
3. Release
4. Follow through at the target.
Description:
A. Two players exchange passes while two players pass and follow the pass.
B. Partner pass with 2 groups at once inside the circle.
C. Partner pass, One player skate laterally while the other is stationary. Rotate. Could be more
than one stationary player.
D. Pass and follow the pass in a square.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100408080620970

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B500%20Passing%20Circuit.htm08/04/2010 2:41:09 AM

B500 Passing Technique from Sweden

B500 Passing Technique from Sweden
Key Points:
Eye contact and pass with a push of the bottom hand and pull with the top hand. The puck rotates
from the heel to the toe and hands away from the body. This same motion is used when shooting.
Receiving a pass is the opposite motion to absorb the puck.
Description:
1. Pass one puck around the circle first with an emphasis on good technique and eye contact.
2. Pass and receive the puck quickly using good technique and eye contact.
3. Pass 2 pucks with good technique.
4. Coach work with goalies at the far end.
*This can progress to pass and follow the pass or all players moving around the circle.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100416075633158

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B500%20Passing%20Technique%20from%20Sweden.htm16/04/2010 2:56:10 AM

B500 Point Shots and One Timers- Finland
Key Points:
Skate forward to the middle then slide sideways and shoot. Look up to see the target, shot blockers and
team mates in front.
On one timers follow through at the target. Increase the speed of the passes.
Description:
1. Player pick up a puck and skate between the dots. Pivot so you are facing the net and shoot.
2. Partner pass and shoot 5 one timers then switch.
3. Partners skate to the blueline and give and go finishing with a one timer, then pick up a new puck.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20100410085300172
https://youtu.be/iTt3_Qq0ea0

B500 Puck Protection - Dean
Key Points:
Shield the puck with your body. Protect the puck before checking another player.

Description:
- Faceoff circles are the battle zones.
- 5 or 6 players at each faceoff circle.
- 3 or 4 players handle a puck inside the circle while 2 or 3 wait outside the circle.
- Protect the puck and also knock the other players puck out of the circle.
- When eliminated rotate to the next clockwise circle to change opponents.
- Waiting player enter the circle when someone is eliminated.
- Put a time limit on the exercise.
-Those who move the fewest times are the winners.

B500 Puckhandle or Pass and Shoot

B500 Puckhandle or Pass and Shoot
Key Points:
Make hard fakes and shoot while skating and follow the shot.
Description:
1. Nets across from each other and one group facing the other.
2. First player from each line face each other then make a fake and skate in for a shot.
3. Option is to exchange pucks then skate in for a shot.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090803190608404

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B500%20Puckhandle%20or%20Pass%20and%20Shoot.htm23/03/2010 4:21:14 AM

B500 Reijo Passing Routine
Key Points:
Face the puck at all times. Passes should be hard but quiet.
Description:
1. Partners take turns being the spoke in the wheel. One player passes to the other two who return
to that player.
2. Pass for about 10" and then rotate or make 8-10 passes then switch.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100406095642161

B500 Swedish Stickhandling in Circles

B500 Swedish Stickhandling in Circles
Key Points:
Make moves all around the body. Protect the puck, keep the head up.
Description:
1. One unit of 5 in each circle.
2. On the whistle go full speed.
3. Rotate clockwise to another circle.
4. Coaches work with the goalies.
5. Do all moves, dekes, escape moves changing the task at each circle.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100415165806324

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B500%20Swedish%20Stickhandling%20in%20Circles.htm15/04/2010 11:26:27 AM

B500-2 on 0-Cycle-Cut Back-Pass-Shoot
Key Points:
F1 skate hard and throw the puck back into a quiet space when the defender commits to him. F2 do one
or two cutbacks, protecting the puck to create a passing lane. Follow pass by going to the net.

Key Points:
A.
-Coach dumps puck into corner.
-F1 skate and get puck.
-F1 pass back to F2 and go high.
B.
-F2 get puck and do cutbacks.
-F2 pass to F1 who shoots.
-F2 follow the pass and go to net for rebound or pass.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20110324100910693

B600 - 1-0 Regroup x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target and face the puck. Pass flat firm wrist passes. Defense keep skating with the puck.
Description:
1. Forwards start from diagonal blue lines and D are in the middle.
2. F1 pass to D1 and F2 pass to D2 in the neutral zone.
3. F1-F2 skate across to the far lane for a regroup pass.
4. D1-D2 pivot and make the regroup pass.
5. F1 pass to D2 and F2 pass to D1.
6. F1-F2 pivot for a regroup pass the other direction.
7. D1 pass to F2 and D2 pass to F1.
8. Coaches pressure F1-F2 at each end as they cross the blue line.
9. F1-F2 shoot, follow the shot, then rebound for F3-F4.
10. Switch to a 2-0 double regroup with F1-F3 regroup with D1 then D2 and attack 2-0.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20170411113837997
https://youtu.be/L06Yaz1lrtQ

B600 - 2-0 Exchange Puck-Shoot x 2 – RB
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, stay on-side, one touch pass, follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1. A-B, CD leave from diagonal corners.
2. One touch A-K-B and C-I-D.
3. Skate toward the original end.
4. B pass to A and D to C.
5. Attack 2-0.
*Screen, rebound, pass or defend with the next shooters.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150824114015624

B600 - 2F RG 1D - 3-0 Middle Drive with D – Pro
Key Points:
Hard passes and defenseman jump into the rush as the third man on the middle lane drive. Pass and
shoot on the forehand when possible.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

F2 pass up to D1 at the far blue line.
F1 skate into the middle lane and F2 support from the wide lane.
D1 skate between dots and pass wide to F2.
F1 drive to the net in the middle lane.
D1 join the rush in the wide lane.
F2 pass across to D1 who shoots.
All three crash the net for a rebound.
F3-F4-D2 repeat the other way.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20170926122448127
https://youtu.be/SbV4yIcLdmA

B600, 3 Lane Passing and Shooting
Key Points:
Make one touch passes. Make sure the top hand moves away from the body.

Description:
1. Three players leave and fill each lane.
2. Give and go with playes at far blue line.
3. After the second pass shoot from one lane each.
4. Third player loop back to save ice.
5. Players who just passed now leave the other way.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090901074926133

B600 - 4 Passes x 2 – MRU
Key Points:
Give a target, one touch, face the puck, keep skating, shoot and follow the shot, stop for the rebound.
Description:
A - 1-2, 4-5 exchange passes.
B - 1-3, 4-6 exchange passes.
C - 1-5, 4-2 exchange passes.
D - 3 cross pass to 1 and 6 to 4.
E - 1 and 4 skate in, shoot then rebound.
F - 1-1 circle back to rebound for next shot.
G - 3-6 repeat from the other diagonal corners.

B600 - 5-0 RG - 1-0 x 3 - 5-0 Point Shots x 2 - Czech U20
Key Points:
Forwards must time their skating to be available for the pass from the D. D should hinge and pass up.
Shoot and follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Players at the 4 blue lines and pucks about 5 metres inside the lines against the boards.
D1 pick up a puck and pass to D2, up to F1 who attacks 1-0 and shoots.
D2 get a puck, D2 pass to D1 up to F2 who attacks 1-0 and shoots F1 screen.
D1 go back for another puck, D to D and up to F3 who skates in and shoots.
D1-D2 follow the attack.
D2 get a puck and pass to D1 who takes a point shot.
D1 get a puck and pass to D2 who takes a point shot.
F1 screen, F2 and F3 be at each side ready for a shot pass, one timer or rebound.
D3-D4-F4-F5-F6 repeat the sequence on the other goal.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816222648553
https://youtu.be/74yvUHfxVrU

B600 - Continuous 2-2 Regroup – Tomas
Key Points:
Forwards support with timing and a good target. Anchor low or high. Take what they give you. Jump
across, get open. D look for a quick up before an automatic D to D. Goalies can be warm up at one end.
Description:
1. D1-D2 pass to F1-F2.
2. F1-F2 regroup with D3-D4.
3. F1-F2 forecheck vx. D3-D4.
4. F3-F4 support D3-D4.
5. D3-D4 make a regroup pass to F3-F4.
6. F3-F4 now regroup with D5-D6 and forecheck.
7. Continue the regroup and forecheck sequence.
* Add dump in, breakout with a low 2-2 where the attackers forecheck to get the puck and score.
* Use one or two D and from one to three F. A great way to practice quick regroups and if you dump the
puck in the breakout, forecheck and on the regroup the neutral zone forecheck.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20170225103512883
https://youtu.be/dB6DPGuHn3s

B600 - Double RG - 1-0 x 2 - Czechia U20
Key Points:
Pass and receive while skating, give a target, fake before shooting, follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shooters line up at diagonal blue lines.
A from each line leave and pass to D1 and mirror the D’s passes.
D1 hinge and pass to D2.
D2 pass to A.
A skate in and shoot.
A circle back and rebound for B the next shooter.
B leave from the other diagonal blue lines and pass to D2 to D1 to B’s who shoot.

*Options: A could give and go with B. A could defend a 1-1 vs. B. A can screen and tip for B.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816222649647
https://youtu.be/HiVKeSeNr4c

B600 - Regroup - 2-0 Chip-In Czech U20
Key Points:
When the defenders stand up at the blue line then create a 2-1 and pull the defenders inside by skating
to the ‘big ice’ between the dots and chip the puck over the blue line.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Players line up at the four blue lines on the boards.
F1-F2 leave from either side and regroup with D1-D2 at the far blue line.
F1 pass to D1 who hinges and pass to D2 then up to F2.
D3-D4 follow and defend vs. F1-F2 in the neutral zone.
F2 carry the puck to the middle lane and F1 take the ice behind.
F2 chip the puck off the boards over the blue line and skate to the net.
F1 pick up the puck and attack 2-0 with F2.
F3-F4 repeat the other way by regrouping with D3-D4.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816223634895
https://youtu.be/ARFy2EERXtE

B600 - Exchange Puck and Cross Pass – RB
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Players line up at the four blue lines.
A and C start from diagonal corners with a puck.
A-G and C-E exchange passes and skate around the middle circle.
G pass to C and E to A who skate in and shoot.
B and D repeat.

*Option is to start with a puck exchange at the blue line then go for the diagonal pass.
*Either screen, rebound or give and go, play 1-1 with the next shooter on 1-0 shooting drills.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150824114018107

B600 - Give and Go - Wall Support - Shot x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck. Give a target and keep moving. Follow the shot for a rebound and rebound for the next
shooter.
Description:
1. 1's leave from diagonal blue lines.
2. 1's exchange passes with 2's.
3. 2's pass up to 3's at the far blue line.
4. 1's post up near the red line.
5. 3's step out and pass to 1's.
6. 1's attack and shoot then rebound.
7. 3's Repeat from the other two lines.
8. 1's rebound for 3's.
*Option: two players leave and attack 2-0.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201403251454497

B600 - Give and Go x 2 - Sw F
Key Points:
Always face the puck and give a target. Make quick wrist or one touch passes. Keep the top hand away
from the body. Follow the shot. Rebound, one touch or defend the next shooter.
Description:
1. A leave and exchange passes with B on the other side.
2. B skate and give a return pass to A who skates back into the neutral zone.
3. A skate in and shoot and follow the shot for a rebound.
4. A either:
a- Rebound for the next shooter.
b- Give and go with the next shooter.
c- Defend 1-1 vs. the next shooter.
5. B repeat exchanging passes across the ice with C.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2017010210074899
https://youtu.be/0Dw8Czycd9U

B600 - Multiple One Touch Passes – Pro
Key Points:
This drill is done from diagonal corners. Keep skating and make firm passes. Give a target and call for the
pass. Face the puck.
Description:
A. 1 exchange passes with 2.
B. 1 turn out and exchange passes with 3.
C. 1 skate across and exchange passes with 4.
D. 4 skate to the inside and pass to 1 skating wide up the ice.
E. 1 shoot and follow the shot.
F. 1 either screen, rebound for the next shooter or defend a 1-1 vs. the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20160824111234134

https://youtu.be/uCBsG4KORMI

B600 - One Touch x 2 Circle-Pass-Shoot - Russian U20
Key Points:
Pass while skating, give a target, shoot in stride, follow the shot for a rebound, rebound for the next
player.
Description:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

1 and 3 leave from diagonal corners and one touch give and go with 2 and 4.
Skate across the ice and pass to 5 and 7.
1 and 3 skate around the circle and 7 pass to 3 and 5 pass to 1.
1 and 3 skate in shoot and follow the shot for a rebound.
Options: After the shot 1 and 3 either screen, circle back for a rebound.
Options: Give and go with 2 and 4 or defend a 1-1 vs. 2 and 4 the next attackers.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816223635172
https://youtu.be/Tvczzat31Ak

B600 - Pass Across 2-0 x 2 - 3-0 - Pro W
Key Points:
The 2-0 attacks both nets and the 3-0 attack one end at a time. Follow the shot for a rebound and play
until a goal or the puck is frozen by the goalie. Go hard to the net and pass and shoot while skating. Stop
at the net and look for rebounds.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Start with a 2-0 x 2 and leave from diagonal blue lines.
Player A pass across to player C.
Player C pass to player B.
Attack 2-0 at each end and go after the rebound and score.
Stay to screen for the next attack with C-D.
Attack 3-0 in one direction.
A-B-C leave and A pass across to D.
D pass to B in the middle.
A-B-C attack 3-0 with a middle lane drive.
Follow the rebound and finish the attack.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=2&s=20170222100119574
https://youtu.be/IYAxPq5y_7Y

B600 - Pass and Shot Warm-up – MRU
Key Points:
Quick feet, give a target, one touch pass, shoot, follow the shot, rebound, one timer.
Description:
One Touch
- 1 skate backward and exchange passes with 2.
- 1 exchage passes with 3 on the other side.
- 1 shoot, rebound and rebound for next shot.
Double Cross and Drop
- 1 leave across ice and cross and drop with 2.
- 2 skate into the offensive zone and cross and drop with 1.
- 1 cross pass to 2.
- 2 cross and drop to 1 in the neutral zone.
- 1 skate over the blue line and pass to 2 who takes a one timer shot.
- 1-2 go for the rebound.

B600 - Red-Blue-Red-Blue-Pass-Shoot - Czech U20
Key Points:
Give a target, shoot and follow the shot for a rebound, shoot to score, shoot where the goalie ain’t,
shoot where the goalie is coming from and not where he is going.
Description:
A.
B.
C.
D.

1 and 3 leave from diagonal blue lines and skate to the red line and back.
1 and 3 skate forward around the middle circle and get a pass from 2 and 4.
5 and 7 leave, skate up, back around and get passes from 6 and 8.
Shoot, follow the shot for a rebound and then rebound for the next shooter.

* Progression is to give and go with the next shooter or defend and play a 1 on 1.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150816224916779
https://youtu.be/7ZvDL71djCw

(Click subscribe for about 100 drills done by Czech teams.)

B600 - Regroup - Delay - D Jump In x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Do this as an Overspeed drill with full intensity skating, shooting. Pass hard, follow the shot for a
rebound, hit the net.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Defense and forwards start from diagonal corners and leave on the whistle.
F1’s pass to D1’s then swing behind them to the far wing.
D1’s skate up to the red line then back and pass to F1’s and follow the rush.
Coach pressure F1 who delay and pass to D1.
D1’s attack the net and shoot.
Do this drill from both sides.

*After shooting the D could pressure the next forward instead of a coach.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150518100916897
https://youtu.be/nkxSj7VVZv8

B600 - Regroup with D 2-0 x 2 – Detroit
Key Points:
No need for whistles as the players can see when to start. Face the puck, pass hard, give targets, shoot
and follow the shot and stop at the net.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Forwards and defense leave from diagonal four blue lines.
F1 at each end pass back to D1 and mirror D1.
D1 skate across and pass up the far wing to F2.
F1 and F2 attack the net from both ends.
Start at the other diagonal blue lines and F3 pass to D2.
F3 mirror D2 across the ice and attack 2-0 with F4.
Keep this rhythm alternating sides.

* Option: Have the D join the rush and get a trailer pass. If there is a group less than 18 you may want to
go one group at a time and then the D could join and get a pass from the corner to shoot while F's screen.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014100209062168

B600 - RG x 2 with Point Shots - Pro W
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, do everything while skating, delay, shoot, screen, tip, shot pass. One F
support on the wall and another in the middle.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

F and D start from diagonal blue lines on each side.
F1 and F2 skate and regroup with D1 on each side.
D1 pass up to F1-F2 who attack and shoot.
Coach spot a new puck inside the defensive blue line.
D1 retrieve the puck and pass up to F1 or F2.
F1 or F2 delay at the hash mark and pass to D1 at the point.
D1 drag and shoot while one F screen and the passer head to the net for a shot pass.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150515091213976

B600 - Shot x 2-One Touch x 2 - Stretch Pass x 2 - U20
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, keep the stick square to the pass, hands away from the body, keep skating,
pass hard.
Description:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

1 and 2 leave from diagonal blue lines and each take a shot and follow for a rebound.
3 exchange one touch passes with 1 then pass to 2.
2 pass to 1 who stretches to the far blue line.
1 break in and shoot, then screen or rebound.
5 from the starting point pass across to 2.
2 skate in and shoot.
3 and 4 repeat from the other diagonal blue lines.

*Options: Do this timing drill for about 3 minutes and then introduce working on Role 3 - ind. defensive
skill and roles 2-4 team offense and team defense. After shooting 1 close the gap and play 1-1 vs. 3 and
2 skate out and defend vs 4 while 1-3 battle in front of the net. Make this competitive by setting a time
limit to score or playing until the puck is out of play. The defender should skate it out if they get it and
pass to 5 who can start the next rep.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150807103405113

B600 – Stretch Pass-Shot Flow x 2 – U18 F
Key Points:
Pass, take the pass and shoot while skating. Keep the stick blade square to the puck to receive passes.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shoot at each end then Second player shoot and go to opposite corner.
Skate to the corner for a new puck.
Make a diagonal pass to 2 who comes off the boards from the blue line.
Player 2 skate in and shoot.
Player 2 get a puck from the other corner.
Player 2 pass up to 3 who cuts across from the diagonal far blue line.
Continue this flow

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20171026105424114
https://youtu.be/zRdEsL_6qnA

B600 1-0 F Regroup with Both D
Key Points:
Forward always give a target face the puck and call for the pass. Shoot and rebound for the next shooter.
Coach could add give and goes and one timers with the original shooters. Could also add 1-1 or 2-1 with
the 3rd player attacking vs original two F's.

Description:
1. F1 regroup with the D1on the strong side and get a return pass up the boards.
2. F2 regroup with strong D1 who hinges to D2 and up to F2 mirroring the puck in the middle.
3. F3 pass to weak side D2 who passes D1 who hinges wide and then passes back to D2 in the middle
and up to F3 who has mirrored the original D to D.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101212075342864

B600 2 x 2 Shots - Swiss U20
Key Points:
Pass hard and quickly. Always face the puck and accelerate with the puck. Shoot with the feet
moving and shoot to score - not to shoot. One touch pass on puck exchanges.
Description:
A. 1 and 2 leave from diagonal blue lines.
B. B3 pass to R1.
C. R1 one touch back to B3.
D. B3 pass to R2.
E. R2 head man to R1 who attacks and shoot
F. R2 skate around circle for pass from R3 and attack the other end.
G. B1 and B2 do the same sequence from the diagonal blue line.
H. Repeat the other direction with B4 and B5 passing to R6
*Follow shots for a rebound and then screen or circle back to rebound for the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201203091137
4190

B600 2 x One Touch and Stretch Pass - Pro W
Key Points:
Skate while passing and give a target. Time skating to stay onside and accelerate when you get the puck.
Description:
A. 1 and 3 leave from diagonal blue lines, exchange passes with 2 and 4.
B. 2 and 4 pass up the boards to 5 and 7 while 1 and 3 skate for a stretch pass.
C. 5 pass to 1 and 7 pass to 3 who shoot. 2 and 4 repeat.
* Rebound, exchange passes or defend 1-1 with the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20150518111901483
https://youtu.be/XPuFJBRz8YQ

(Subscribe to Female drills)

B600 2-0 Passing Options - Swiss U20
Key Points:
Pass to either side or either player who is breaking for a pass. Give a target, stick on the
ice, face the puck.
Description:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Players line up on both sides at the blue lines.
1 pass to 3 and 1 and 2 skate toward the far blue line and cross.
3 pass to 4 or 1 or 2 up the boards.
1 and 2 attack, shoot and rebound.
Rotate starting from each line.
*Options are to circle back and rebound for the next shooter or give and go from the
goal line for the next shooters.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/index.php

B600 2-0 Quick Ups
Key Points:
Have good habits with the shooter looking for a rebound. New attacker on the puck side should face the
passer and player on the weak side cut across the ice and give a target.
Move the puck up ice quickly and call for passes.

Description:
. #1 and 2 attack 2-0.
2. # 3 and 4 follow the attack up ice.
3. Shooter follow shot for rebound,
4. Other attacker get a new puck and pass to 3 or 4.
5. Repeat other way with shooter following the shot and the other attacker passing to 5 or 6.
6. Continue this flow.

B600 2-0 Random Pass to Lines – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target, snap pass, cross-over skate, rebound, shoot, 2-0.
Description:
A. 1 and 2 leave and 1 pass to 2.
B. 2 pass to 3 or 4.
C. 3-4-5-6 pass across, up the wall or diagonally while 1 and 2 skate outside of the dots.
D. 3 or 4 make the pass to 1 or 2 when they finish the circle and get to the far blue line.
E. 1 and 2 attack the net.
F. 3 and 4 leave and repeat in the other direction.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141029092920846

B600 Breakout 3-0 with 2F 1D - Point shot-Canada U20
Key Points:
Attack at full speed. Give a target. Follow the shot for a rebound. One player screen and one player look
for a shot pass.

Description:
1. Defense start inside zone and forwards outside the blue line.
2. On the whistle D1 at each end drive the back of the net.
3. F1 and F2 come back for a breakout pass.
4. F1 and F2 attack the far ends from opposite sides of the ice and D1 follow.
5. F1 and F2 shoot and rebound.
6. F1 or F2 pass to the point and screen.
7. D1 drag and shoot.
*Repeat with D2 passing to F3-F4 on the whistle.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt/index.php?id=97

C3 Breakout and Point Shot

C3 Breakout and Point Shot
Key Points:
The same thing happens on both sides of the ice. Face the puck and give a target.
Description:
1. F1 and F2 leave and pass the puck to D1
2. F1 and F2 fill the wide and middle lane for a regroup pass from D1
3. F1 and F2 attack 2-0 and shoot.
4. D1 follow play then skates around circle and goes to the far point at the original end.
5. Either F1 or F2 shoot and the other pass to the other D1 at the point
6. F pass and rush the point and the other F screen for opposite D1 shot.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/C3%20Breakout%20and%20Point%20Shot.htm12/03/2010 1:26:51 AM

B600 Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
Key Points:
Give a target with the stick on the ice. Pass so the player doesn’t have to slow down. Shoot while skating
and follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players are lined up at all four blue lines, clockwise name them A-B-C-D.
A and C break across the middle lane for a pass.
D pass to A and B pass to D.
B and D break for a pass from E and G.
Repeat this flow.
After shooting circle back to rebound for the next shooter.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141024084934336

B600 Cross-Drop-Pass 2-0 – Pro
Key Points:
Do as an overspeed drill. Give a target, stay onside, go for the rebound, the drop pass is a leave pass.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

F1 skate and pass to F2 who skates toward him.
F1 skate behind F2 who leaves the puck for him.
F1-F2 turn up ice at full speed.
F2 pass to F1.
F1 shoot while skating.
F1-F2 both control skate for the rebound.

*Options: Give passive or active 2-1 or 2-2 resistance to the next shooters. Circle back to rebound for the
next shooters. Exchange passes from the goal line with the next shooters, i.e. F5 pass to F1 who passes to
F6 who shoots.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140706165556979
https://youtu.be/ADe7lVxdE_Q

B600 D Regroup x 2 Point Shot - Pro W
Key Points:
Face the puck. Give a target. Defensemen keep skating all the time. Pass hard. Shoot, rebound then
screen.
Description.
1. Forwards start from the four blue lines and defense at opposite blue lines.
2. Red F1 pass to Blue D1 an Blue F1 to Red D1.
3. D1's skate toward the red line for the pass.
4. Both D1's skate back toward the blue line then up ice to pass.
5. Blue D1 pass to Blue F1 and Red D1 to Red F1who skate in for a shot.
6. D1's skate back and repeat getting a pass from F2 on the other side.
7. D1's follow the attack to the blue line and get a pass from F1 or F2.
8. D1's shoot from the point and F1-F2 screen.
9. D2’s repeat with F3-F4’s.
10.
*Alternative is to have the red and blue forwards switch starting points then start skating, pass, pivot
and get a return pass before skating down for a shot.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150518095310753
https://youtu.be/HtBU5t6-hnI

B600 D Wheel D to D, D to F Attack 2-0, F Cycle Up Exchange Puck with D, Attack
Key Points:
Wheel tight to the far post. Forward skate to the 'big ice' through the neutral zone. Shoot and rebound.
F's skate to get open for a pass from the D after the exchange.
Description:
1. This drill is done from both ends leaving from diagonal corners.
2. D1 wheels behind the net.
3. D1 pass across to D2.
4. D2 pass up to F1 or F2 who carry the puck between the dots.
5. F's take a shot and D2 support from blue line.
6. Closest F pick up a puck in the corner and skate up the boards.
7. F exchange the puck with D2 who skate down along the boards.
8. D2 attacks the net and the F's get open for a pass or rebound.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130710150511373

B600 Double Cross and Pass

B600 Double Cross and Pass
Key Points:
Make hard passes. Players should face the puck.
Description:
A. Player 1 pass to 2 and cross behind.
B. Player 2 pass to player 3 and exchange lanes crossing with player 1.
C. Player 3 pass across ice to player 4.
D. Player 4 pass across ice to player 1.
E. Players 1 and 2 attack 2-0.
F. Player 3 pass to player 4 who repeat the other way 3-4, 4-1, 1-2, 2-3, attack.
Options:
1. Practice shoot ins and recovery by shooting in from the neutral zone and bounce to the wing or
fire it wide on the short side so it comes to the player on the other side of the net.
2. Rebound. After the attack circle back and time it so you are looking to score on the rebound as
a second wave when the next two shoot.
3. Game situations: one player skate out to the blue line and defend 2-1 vs the next attackers or
both players meet the next attack and play a 2-2.
4. One timer practice: after the shot and rebound both players stand behind the goal line on either
side of the net and give and go with the next two attackers who one time the pass.
5. Combine any of these options;i.e. one passes from the goal line on a 2-1.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090823205117104
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B600 Double Cross and Pass
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B600 Double Pass Regroup Pass and Shoot - RB Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, pass and shoot while skating, follow the shot.
Description:
1. A-C leave, skate around the circle and get a pass from G-I.
2. A-C pass to B-D then pivot and skate up the boards.
3. B-D pass to A-C who skates in and shoot.
4. B-D leave and get at passes from F-H.
* Either screen, rebound or give and go, play 1-1 with the next shooter on 1-0 shooting drills.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150824114017123

B600 Double Regroup Attack 3-0, 2 F and 1 D
Key Points:
Everyone face the puck all of the time. On the regroup give wall and middle support and not continuous
crossing (as you should in a game.) Attack with speed and pursue the first rebound before returning to
the line-up.
Description:
1. Line up at each blue line with forwards and D together.
2. BF1-2 cross and drop.
3. BF1-2 regroup with RD 1-2.
4. RD 1-2 hinge and pass up to BF1-2.
5. BF1-2 regroup with RD 1-2.
6. RD 1-2 hinge and pass up to BF1-2.
7. BF 1-2 attack along with the BD who passed up ice making it 3-0.
8. Repeat the other way with RF 1-2 regrouping.
*This flow can turn into 2-1, 2-2 or have 3 F's.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130912152511679

B600 Double Regroup Options
Key Points:
Regroup with each D and support from about a half zone away. Give a target and face the puck. Pass
hard and always give strong side wall support and middle support.

Description:
1. Blue F1 leave and pass to F2.
2. Cross and regroup with Red D1 and D2
3. Red D1 hinge and Pass to D2.7
4. Red D2 pass to Blue F1 or F2.
5. Blue F's regroup with Blue D1 or D2.
6. Blue D's hinge and pass to Blue F.
7. Blue F's attack the far net vs either zero, one or two D.
*Options: vary the amount of F up to 3 or D up to 2. Add a dump in instead of a second regroup to work
on breakouts or even a forecheck.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120301090901108

B600 Flames Shooting:

B600 Flames Shooting:
This is a drill I picked up watching the Flames practice.
Key Points:
Pass hard and keep your feet moving. Follow the shot for a rebound and circle back for the next
shooter.
Description:
1. Players line up along the boards opposite each other and shots can be taken at just one end or
both ends at the same time.
2. Start 1 skate along the red line and pass to 2 and get a return pass then skate in and shoot.
3. After passing 2 skate toward 3 and do the same thing.
4. After shooting and following the shot #1 skate to the top of the circles and go in for the
rebound from #2.
Options:
Two players could leave at once and the return pass go to the second player. In this case allow
only one pass in the offensive zone.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20Flames%20Shooting.htm29/03/2010 2:38:57 AM

B600 Flow - Breakout - 2 F Shoot - D Point Shot
Key Points:
Pass hard, keep skating all the time. Pass and follow the pass. Screen, rebound.

Description:
This happens the same time from each end.
1 - D1 pass behind to D2.
2 - F1 get breakout pass from D2.
3 - F1 skate to big ice and pass to F2.
4 - F2 drop pass to F1 who attacks and shoot
5 - D1 pass to D2.
6 - D2 pass to F2 who skated around circle.
7 - F2 attack and shoot..
8 - D2 follow attack and get a pass from F1.
9 - D2 take a point shot and F1 screen.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140115151610936

B600 Give and Go and Shoot
Key Points:
Hard wrist or snap passes. Give a target and call for the puck. Follow the shot for a rebound.

Description:
A. 1 leave and pass across to 2.
B. 2 pass the puck back to 1.
C. 1 make a move then go in and shoot -rebound.
D. 2 leave and pass across to 3.
E. 1 circle back and look for 2's rebound.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100913081036119

B600 Give and Go x 2 Cross Pass Shoot - RB Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, skate while you pass and shoot, follow the shot.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A-E and C-G exchange pucks from diagonal blue lines.
A-C skate toward the diagonal corner.
A-G and C-E exchange pucks.
A-C skate toward the opposite nets.
E pass to A and G pass to C across the ice.
A and C attack and shoot.
B and D repeat from the opposite diagonal corners.

*Either screen, rebound or give and go, play 1-1 with the next shooter on 1-0 shooting drills.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20150824114016741

B600 Give and Go x 3 x 2 - Shoot – Pro
Key Points:
Pass and shoot while skating, give a target, keep the hands away from the body, keep the puck in the
sweet spot.
Description:
A. Leave with a puck from diagonal corners.
B. One touch pass in this order 1-2-3-4 and 3-4-1-2.
C. Next pass in the other direction in this order 4-3-2-1 and 2-1-4-3 .
D. Follow the shot and rebound.
E. Circle back and rebound for the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014102809043486

B600 Give Go Shoot x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Shoot while skating and follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Players A and C leave from diagonal corners.
A pass to B and C pass to D at the far blue line.
B and D one touch the puck back.
A-C skate in and shoot, rebound and rebound for the next shooter.
B and D leave and repeat in the other direction.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141027151948931

B600 Jursi Flow 3-0 Passing

B600 Jursi Flow 3-0 Passing
Key Points:
Face the puck, Lots of passing in nzone; each player should get at least one pass.
Description:
1. Pass to the far blue line.
2. Players leave from the far blue line.
3. Skate and protect the puck.
4. Pass 3-5 times in the nzone.
5. Attack in a triangle and a one times shot. Look for the rebound.
6.F3 skate over the blue line to start another rep.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20Jursi%20Flow%203-0%20Passing.htm04/05/2010 7:48:33 PM

B600 Neutral Zone Passes-Finland U20
Key Points:
Always face the puck. Shoot before the hash marks and follow the shot for a rebound. Circle back and
rebound for the next shooter.

Description:
1. A skate with a puck toward red line.
2. BA pass to B, RA pass to C, GA pass to C who passes to B.
3. A skate laterally always facing the puck and get a return pass.
4. A shoot with the feet moving.
5. A follow the shot for a rebound.
6. A circle back and rebound for the next shooter.
7. D repeat from the other side.
*After everyone has gone through all the options rotate the passers in the nzone. Other options are give
and go with the next shooter or defend 1-1 with the next attacker.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt/index.php?id=84

B600 Neutral Zone Puck Support and Attack

B600 Neutral Zone Puck Support and Attack
Key Points:
Face the puck always and make hard passes. Done from both sides
Description:
a. #1's leave from diagonal corners and get a pass from #2 and pass back.
b. 1 get a new puck from 2 in diagonal corner.
c. 1's now pass to 3's and pivot facing the puck for a return pass.
d. 1's attack and shoot at far ends.
e. 3's leave after passing and exchange pucks with 4's to repeat from other side.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090728110103634

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20Neutral%20Zone%20Puck%20Support%20and%20Attack.htm17/03/2010 2:08:37 AM

B600 One Touch and Shoot Warm up

B600 One Touch and Shoot Warm up
Key Points:
Pass hard with a wrist or snap pass. Receiver give a target and keep the stick square to the puck
with the hands away from the body.
Description:
Players are lined up at the four behind the bluelines in the B600 Formation. Coaches can stand
just inside the bluelines so the players must fake and go around.
1. Give and go with the player at the next blueline.
2. Go inside or out after reading the coaches position.
3. Shoot in stride without coasting and follw the shot for a rebound.
4. Option is to stay and tip or screen the next shot or circle back for a rebound from the next
shooter.
5. The opposite line makes the first pass and shoot on the other net.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20One%20Touch%20and%20Shoot%20Warm%20up.htm09/03/2010 2:58:50 AM

B600 One Touch x 2 and Diagonal U18
Key Points:
Pass hard, face the puck, give a target, cut into the pass, pass while moving, rebound with the stick on
the ice, quick feet.
Description:
1. Line up in B600 Formation at each blue line stripe.
2. Diagonal corners leave at the same time.
3. #1 one touch with #3.
4. #1 pass to #2.
5. #2 stretch pass to same colour #1.
6. #1 skate in and shoot.
7. #1 follow the shot for a rebound.
8. #1 circle back and rebound for the next shooter.
9. Repeat from the opposite diagonal corners with #3 leaving.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130409095502827

B600 One Touch x 3 and Shot - Slovakia U20
Key Points:
Face the puck, keeping the hands away from the body and stick square to the puck.

Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Players are lined up at the blue lines at each end.
Player 1 exchange cross ice passes with player 2.
After the second pass player 1 skate backward into the neutral zone to receive the third pass.
Player 1 attack the net and shoo-rebound.
Player 1 either: circle back to rebound for player 2, exchange passes with player 2, screen the goalie for
player 2, defend a 1-1 vs. player 2.
Player 2 repeat the drill with player 3.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121204090701526

B600 Pass x 3 Stretch Pro W
Key Points:
Pass and shoot while skating. Adjust the body and stick to take bad passes. Follow the shot for a
rebound and stop at the net. Hit the net.
Description:
A. Players at the 4 blue lines.
B. Leave from diagonal corners and 1 give and go pass to 2.
C. 1 pass to 3.
D. 3 pass to the other 1 stetching at the far blue line.
E. Both 1's shoot.
F. Follow for a rebound and stop at the net.
G. Repeat with 4's passing to 3.
Options: rebound for next shooter. Pass to next shooter, screen and tip.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20131021142553480

B600 Pass-Across-Across-Stretch x 2 – Shoot – Pro
Key Points:
Skate hard with cross-overs, give a target, shoot while skating, follow the shot, pass hard.
Description:
1. A and C leave.
2. A regroup with B and C with D.
3. A pass to G and C to E.
4. A and C skate around NZ dots.
5. G pass across to B and E across to D.
6. D cross ice pass to C and B to A.
7. A and C shoot, rebound.
8. A and C rebound for the next shooter.
9. B and D repeat in the other direction.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141030110311315

B600 Pass-Drop-Shoot
Key Points:
Face the puck, accerate with the puck and follow the shot for a rebound.
Description:
A. Leave from diagonal blue lines.
B. 1 leave and exchange the puck with 2.
C. 1 drop the puck on the red line.
D. 1 skate around the circle and pick up the puck left by the other player.
E. Skate in and shoot.
F. Rebound.
G. Rebound or exchange passes with the next shooter.
H. Repeat with two 3's leaving.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2013052210352710

B600 Pass-Pass-Regroup-Shoot
Key Points:
Face the puck always and give a target. Pass and shoot while skating. Do everything at top speed.

Description:
A.. Blue and red 1's skate and get a pass from 2's in diagonal corners.
B. Pass to3's at the far blue line.
C. 1's pivot facing the puck and get a return pass from 3's.
D. 1's skate in shoot-rebound
E. 3's repeat in the other direction.
Options.
- screen for the next shooter.
- give and go with the next shooter.
- play a defensive 1-1 vs the next shooter.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090823205116629

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Quick Up-Detroit
Published by TomM On Sunday, November 28 2010 @ 08:29 AM EST

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Quick Up-Detroit
Key Points:
Hinge and push the puck up the ice quickly. Strong side F stretch and weak side give middle support.
Description
1. F1 skate and regroup with D1.
2. D1 skate to the middle and pass to D2 in the wide lane.
3. D2 quick up to F2 who stretches on the strong side boards.
4. F1 and F2 attack.
Repeat the other way with F3 regrouping with D3.

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Middle D Rush-Detroit
Published by TomM On Sunday, November 28 2010 @ 06:28 AM EST
Keywords D to D, regroup, hinge, defenseman rush

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Middle D Rush
Key Points:
Middle D comes late as a second wave and lead the rush.
Description:
1. F1 and F2 leave and regroup with D1.
2. D1 pass to D2 who hinges to the wide lane then pass back to D1.
3. F1 and F2 delay to stay onside while D1 crosses the blue line with the puck.
4. D2 support the attack from the mid-point.
5. D1 pass or take a shot.
Repeat the other direction with F3 and F4 regrouping with D3 and D4.
Video Link showing the drill progression.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101128092702491

B600 Regroup x 2 x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target and face the puck. Do everything while skating.
Description:
A. 1 skate to the middle lane and circle back and exchange the puck with 2.
B. 2 pass up the boards to 3.
C. 1 get open on the boards for a regroup pass from 3.
D. 1 skate in and shoot.
E. 1 Circle back and rebound for the next shooter.
F. 3 repeat the other way exchanging the puck with 4.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141104102555841

B600 Regroup x 2 - Hinge 2-0
Key Points:
Regroup with each D and support from about a half zone away. Give a target and face the puck. Pass
hard and always give strong side wall support and middle support.

Description:
1. Blue F1 leave and pass to F2.
2. Cross and regroup with Red D1 and D2
3. Red D1 hinge and Pass to D2.7
4. Red D2 pass to Blue F1 or F2.
5. Blue F's regroup with Blue D1 or D2.
6. Blue D's hinge and pass to Blue F.
7. Blue F's attack the far net vs. either zero, one or two D.

*Options: vary the amount of F up to 3 or D up to 2. Add a dump in instead of a second regroup to work
on breakouts or even a forecheck.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt_data/B600%20Regroup-Hinge%202-0%20one.3gp

B600 Regroup, 3-0, Delay, Low Cycle, Point Shot - Pro W
Key Points:
Skate hard and give a target. Pass and shoot while moving. D keep the head up when shooting. Do a
tight turn on the delay.
Description:
1. Four D stand on the dots at each end and forwards on each side in the neutral zone.
2. F1 from each side regroup with the D at their end.
3. F2 from each side come down the boards to post up then join F1.
4. D1 pass to D2 at each end.
5. D2 pass to F1 in the middle lane and follow the attack to the point.
6. F1 pass to F2 who enters the zone wide while F1 goes to the net hard.
7. D1 at the opposite ends give passive resistance to F2.
8. F2 delay at the hash marks and pass low to F1 who cycles up and passes to D2 at the point.
9. D2 skate between the dots and shoot while F1 and F2 go to the net.
10. F1 and F2 play out the first rebound.
*Option One: Have a time limit for the drill and create a competition who can score the most and which
goalies stop the most.
*Option Two: Instead of standing at the dots have the D skate to the top of the circles and chocktow turn
back and then hinge before passing to F1.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20131003212813833

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Middle D Rush
Key Points:
Middle D comes late as a second wave and lead the rush.

Description:
1. F1 and F2 leave and regroup with D1.
2. D1 pass to D2 who hinges to the wide lane then pass back to D1.
3. F1 and F2 delay to stay onside while D1 crosses the blue line with the puck.
4. D2 support the attack from the mid-point.
5. D1 pass or take a shot.
Repeat the other direction with F3 and F4 regrouping with D3 and D4.

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201011280928188

B600 Regroup, Hinge, Quick Up-Detroit
Key Points:
Hinge and push the puck up the ice quickly. Strong side F stretch and weak side give middle support.

Description:
1. F1 skate and regroup with D1.
2. D1 skate to the middle and pass to D2 in the wide lane.
3. D2 quick up to F2 who stretches on the strong side boards.
4. F1 and F2 attack.
Repeat the other way with F3 regrouping with D3.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101128092923497

B600 Regroup-Wall support-Shoot x 2
Key Points:
Give a target, face the puck, shoot while skating, follow the shot for a rebound, pass while skating.
Description:
A. 1 from diagonal blue line skate out and pass to 2.
B. 2 skate to 'big ice' and pass to 1 who posts up on the wall.
C. 1 skate in and shoots and follows the shot for a rebound.
D. 2 get a new puck and repeat by passing to 3 and shoot at the other end.
E. After shooting rebound for the next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141026091335255

B600 Skate Circles Exchange Pucks and Shoot

B600 Skate Circles Exchange Pucks and Shoot
Key Points:
Players should keep their hands and feet moving all the time.
Description:
1. Leave from diagonal blue lines.
2. Drop the puck when halfway around the circle.
3. Puck up the opposite players puck.
4. Complete the circl and shoot at the original end.
5. Players leave from the other two lineups.
Options:
a. Start by passing across and exchanging pucks.
b. Stary in the zone to screen or tip.
c. Circle back and skate in to rebound the next shot.
d. After shooting give and go with the next shooter.
e. Defend a 1-1 vs the next shooter.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20Skate%20Circles%20Exchange%20Pucks%20and%20Shoot.htm11/03/2010 3:16:03 AM

B600 Small Horseshoe 4 Nets 2 Groups
Key Points:
Skate before you pass. Follow the shot for rebound. Circle back for next rebound. Give a target.

Description:
1. 2 nets on each goal line.
2. Older group shoot 1' then younger group.
3. #1 skate and pass, then cut across for pass from #2.
4. Follow shot for rebound.
5. Circle back and look for rebound of the next shooter.
6 If done 2-0 pass to the second player who one touches the puck to #1.
7. If done 3-0 pass to second player and 3rd player come in as trailer. (3-0 is better with only
one net at each end. The 3rd player stays on the lineup side and skates to the red line then
comes in as the trailer.)
8. Options are to shoot and then come out and defend the next attack or to be a deep passing
option to give and go for a one timer shot.
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100830111239380

B600 Stretch Pass x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Keep skating all the time. Give a target. Follow the shot for a rebound. Circle back to rebound for the
next shooter.
Description:
1. Start at the four blue lines.
2. One's from diagonal corners skate out and back.
3. Two exchange the puck with one.
4. Two pass across the blue line to three.
5. One's stretch and get a pass from three.
6. One's shoot rebound and rebound for the next shooter.
7. Repeat with three's.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140113144434663

B600 Up-Back-Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, shoot while skating, follow the shot, rebound for the next shooter.
Description:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

#1’s leave from diagonal blue lines and skate up to the red line then break back toward the net.
#2’s pass across the ice to #1’s.
#1’s skate in and shoot and follow the shot for a rebound then circle back and rebound for #2’s.
#2’s skate up and back and get a cross ice pass from #3’s.
Continue this flow from diagonal corners.

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141022091815269

B600 Wall Support 1-0 x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Face the puck, give a target, pass and shoot while skating.
Description:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Player 1 from each side step out from the blue line and pass to player 2.
Player 2 skate down and shoot, rebound and screen.
Player 1 turn back and get a pass from 3.
Player 1 turn and pass to 4 at the other blue line.
Player 4 step out and pass to 1 who supports on the wall then goes in for a shot.
Player 4 on each side repeat - shoot on opposite net.

* Options: After shooting play a 1-1, exchange passes, or circle back and rebound for next shooter.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140706165557210
https://youtu.be/w4T47DwMOYY

B600 Warm up 1-0, 2-0

B600 Warm up 1-0, 2-0
Key Points:
Pass hard, face the puck. Shoot, rebound and circle back to play rebound on the next
shot.
Description:
a. F pass to D, give wall support, D to F who skates in and shoots and rebound.
B. With 2 D 1 F's. F pass to D who go D to D and to F. Shoot and rebound next shot.
C. 2 on 0. F pass to far D. D to D while 2 F's support with one on the boards and one
comes across the middle.
*Add D follow the attack and get a pass from the coach for a second shot from the point.

file:///D|/Hockey%20Diagrams/B600%20Warm%20up%201-0,%202-0.htm25/03/2010 2:22:43 AM

B600 Wideman Pass and Point Shot

B600 Wideman Pass and Point Shot
Key Points:
Pass a hard saucer across the ice. Forward time skating so the pass comes when he is going full
speed. Forwards and defense are behing diagonal blue lines on each side.
Description:
1. Forwards on each side skate and pass to the D in front of them.
2. D’s pivot and pass to the forwards on the far side.
3. F’s skate in and “shoot to score.”
4. F’’ get a new puck from the corner and pass to the D then screen the goalie.
5. D’s skate between the dots and shoot.

file:///D|/Daily%20Drill/B600%20Wideman%20Pass%20and%20Point%20Shot.htm13/02/2010 1:21:14 AM

B600, 2-0 – Pro
Key Points:
Quick hard passes, pass while skating, give a target, face the puck, stay onside.
Description:
1. Players line up at the four blue lines on the boards.
2. Red 1 leave and pass to either Blue 1 or 2.
3. Return pass is made to Red 1 or 2.
4. Reds make one or two passes and shoot.
5. Follow the shot for a rebound.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2013031209411766

B600, 2-0 Wide Middle x 2 – Pro
Key Points:
Give a target and time the skating. Hard passes, mirror the puck, stretch, shoot, rebound.
Description:
1. Players line up at the four blue lines. This is done from both ends.
2. Two players leave and 1 pass up to 3 at the far blue line who passes across the ice to 4.
3. Player 1 mirror the passes and get a pass from 4.
4. Player 2 skate up to the red line and then across the far blue line for a stretch pass.
5. Player 1 pass to player 2 and join him to attack 2-0 vs. the goal.
6. Player who does not shoot circle back to rebound for the next attack.
*No whistles! Players observe and leave when the puck.
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130806144401936

ABC Exercises - Video Link
B Drills
Card 18 B1 Basic Formation Shooting technique
B2 - D to D Options x 4 - Point Shots - U17
B2 - D Walk Line-Switch D to D One Timer - Russian U20
B2 - D Walk Line-Switch D to D One Timer - Russian U20
B2 - Skate and Shoot vs Backchecker - Russian U20
B2 - D Shot Off Draw - Pro
B2 - D Puck Off Boards - Escape - Shoot x 2 - Pro
B2 - D One Timer - Agility Skate - Pro
B2 - D Drag to Beat Blocker - Shoot - Pro
B2 Puck Protect Pass-shoot U18
B2 - D to D to D - Shoot - Pro
B2 - D Shot off Draw Down Boards - Pro
B2 - Point Shots x 2 - Pro
B2 Shooting - TPS
B2 Formation Point Shots - TPS
B2 - Static Fakes - Give-Go-Give-Shoot – Pro
B2 - 2 on 1 Pass in Front of Toes - Pro
B2 Defenseman One Timers
B2 - Defense and Forwards Shooting - Pro
B2 Cross and Drop Shooting-Pro

B2 - Defense One Timer Shots x 4 - Sw
B2 - Defenseman Point Shots x 2 - Sw
B2 - Screen and Tip vs. Defender - Sw
B2 - Quick Shots Skating in Slot x 2 - Sw
B2 - One Timer x 2 - Sw
B2 - Shoot-Rebound-Agility Skate - Sw
B2- Shoot-Rebound-Screen-Agility - Sw
B2 - One Timer Practice Pro W
B2 Point Shot-Screen, Point to Low then Across – Pro
B2 Point Shots and Walk-outs - Pro
B2 Pass x 3 Shoot x 2 U18G
B2 Pass x 3 Shoot U22
B2 Protect Puck-walk out-shot U18
B2 Pass to Point - Drag and Shoot U22
B2 Pass Behind Shoot in Front and PH U22
B2 Pass From Behind Shot x 2 U22
B2 One Timers-Pro
B2 1-0 Pivot Circle - Shoot - Kazakstan W
B2 Alternate Point Shots - Russian U20
B2 Point Shots - Canada U20
B2 Defense Shooting Drills - Washington
B2 Alternate Point Shots-HC Dukla Jihlava

Card 33 Coaching Formation for Teaching Shooting
B2 Shooting Defense Rotate High-RB
B2 Transition Skate Shooting
B2 - Defense Individual Skill and Partner Drills - Pro
B2-6 - Russians D to D and Pass to Point
B2-B6 - F1-D1-F2 - Point Shot – Pro
B200 - 3 Touch Cross Pass - Shoot - Pro
B200 - 3 Touch Shoot - Pro
B200 Figure Eight Face Puck Passing - Pro
B200 - Regroup 5-0 Middle Drive – Detroit
B200 Chaos Puckhandling 2
D200 1-1 Pass to Line on Transition
B200 - Defenseman Shooting - NHL Rookies
B200 Scoring Circuit
Card 35 B200 Basic Shooting Formation
Card 35 B200 Skating While Shooting Formation
B200 Pass and Shoot
B202 Breakout Pass and Shooting Warm up
B202 Puck Handling and Shooting - Pro
B202 - 3 on 0 Neutral Zone Passes
B202 Nzone Regroup 1-0 and 2-0
B202 Luhowy Puckhandling and Passing Circuit

B202 Passing Overspeed
B202 Chaos Passing - Kazakstan Women
B202 One Touch 2-0 Sweden U20
B202 Passing options - Sweden U20
B202 Pass to All Players
B202 Pass to All Players
B202 - Regroup 1-0, 2-0 Pass Options - Pro
B202 - RG-Hinge-Stretch Pass - Pro
B202 - RG-Hinge-Stretch Pass-One Touch - Pro
B202 Warm-up - Finland Pro
B202 Warm-up - TPS
B202 1-0, 2-0 With Chip – Pro
B202 – Shoot –Breakout - Pass Wide - Shoot x 2 B– Pro B
B202 Low-Wide-Middle to Low-Middle-Wide - Pro
B202 – Shoot – Breakout - Pass Wide - Shoot x 2 – Pro
B202 Luhowy Puckhandling and Passing Circuit – U18
B202 - Regroup x 2-Shot - U17
B202 - Pass Forward and Backward - U17
B202 - Luhowy Passing - U17
B202 - Regroup Progression 1-0 - 2-0 - U17
B202 - Across and Middle x 2 - U17
F - B202 - Quick Bursts x 4 - Russian U20

B202 - Passing in 4 Groups - Czech U20
B202 - One Touch x 2 - Czech U20
B202 - One Touch Pass 4 Groups - Czech U20
B202 - Nzone Regroup 1-0 - Czech U20
B202 - Circle and Shoot 1-0 x 2 x 2 - Czech U20
Card 42, B3 Basic Formation; Passing
Card 7 Skating: B3 Game of Catch Stationary
Card 36 B3 Basic Formation for Skill Practice
B3 Puck Handling Moves Around Body
B3 Advanced Moves from Finland
B3 Partner Passing
B3 - One Timer-5 Spots - Czech U20
B3 - Passing Skills Routine - U17
B3 - Passing Skills - U17
B3 - Partner Pass-Backhand-Fake First - U17
B3 - Backhand Pass x 10 - Pro
B3 Pass - Follow Your Pass - U14
B3 Partner Pass - Keepaway - 1-1 Game
B3 - Passing from Triple Threat Position - Pro
B3 Partner Passing Technique - Finnish U20
B3 Pass and Skate
B3 Shooting - 3 Lanes - Swiss U20

B3-D2 Partner Pass - Keepaway - 1-1 Game
B300 - Passing 2-3 Players and Shot - Russian U20
B300 Around the Clock One Touch Passing
B300 Three Player Around the Clock
B300 - One Touch Monkey in the Middle - Finland U20
B300 Monkey in the Middle vs 1 and 2 - Russian U20
B300 Optional Practice Skills – Finnish U20
B300 - Passing 2-3 Players - Russian U20
B300 - Pass and Keepaway - U18 G
B300 Shoot from Pass Below Goal Line x 2 - Pro
B300 - One Touch Monkey in Middle - Pro
B300 - Partner Pass Figure Eight
B300 Tight Turn 8 Pass Shoot - Pro
B300 Escape from Alcatraz - Sw
B300 Protect the Dot - Sw
B300 5 spot shooting drill
T1 - B300 - Walk-out and High Cycle Shots - Pro
T1 B300 Pass x 3 Tight Turn Shoot - Pro
T1 - B300 Pass x 3 Tight turn Shoot - Pro
B4 - D Pass x 3 Point Shot – Pro
B4 - One timer-BO 2-0 Wide Entry - U20
B4 - 4-0 BO - Attack-Cycle-Point Shot x 2 - Czech U20

B4 - 4-0 BO - 2-0 Attack x 2 - Czech U20
B4 - RG-D to W Shot-Point Shot - 2-0 - 3-0 - U17
B4 Regroup with Coach Support and Shoot - Finland U20
B4 1-0 Outside-Middle Shots - Pro 1
B4 1-0 Outside-Middle Shots - Pro 2
B4 - Shoot While Skating - Sw
B4 - 1-0 Shoot off a Pass - Add Backechecker - Sw
B4 - 2-0 Shoot to Wide Pad - Add Backcheck - Sw
B4 1-0 Outside-Middle Shots- Czech U17
B4, 2-0 Skate Inside Pass Outside
B4 Regroup and 1-0, 2-0 x 2
B4 Regroup and 1-0, 2-0 x 2
Card 41, B4 Puck Handling
Card 41 B, B4 Puck Handling
Card 40, B4 Formation Puck Handling
Card 40B, B4 Puck handling Routines
B4 Reijo Pass and Replace - Pro
B4-B6 - RG - 3-0 - 2F-1D - U17
B4-B6 - RG 3-0 With 2F-1D - U17
B4-B6 Pass and Replace - RB Pro
B4-B6 Breakout 3-0, Point Shot – Pro
B4-B600 BO Routine x 3 x 2 U17

B4-B600 BO x 2 x 2 - U17
B4-B600 - Breakout Flow - Pro
B5 - D to D Hinges - U17
B5 - D Alternating Point Shots - Russian U20
B5 - Rim-Shoot - Point Shot - U17
B5 - D to D Options x 4 - Point Shots - U17
B5 - D to D Hinges - U17
B5 - Shot Block x 3 - U17
B5 - D Alternating Point Shots - Russian U20
B5 - Breakout Reps - Czech U20
B5 - 1D-2F BO - 3-1 vs Coach - Pro
B5 - 2F-2D BO - 3-1 vs Coach - Pro
B5 Breakout Opitions - Small Group
B5 - Breakout x 2 Regroup - 3 Shots - Pro
B5 - Angling Along the Boards - Sw
B5 - Breakout Pass to Wing - Sw
B5 - Scoring On Rebounds - Sw
B5 - Wing Chip Puck Out - Sw
B5 - 3-0 Middle Drive - Sw
B5 - 2-0 Shoot to Far Pad - Sw
B5 - 1 on 1 Drive the Net and Backcheck - Sw
B5 - Agility Skate and Triple Threat Passes - Sw

B5 - Defense Skills - Go with Tight Turn - Sw
B5 - Defense Skills - Wheel Breakout x 4 - Sw
B5 - Defense Skills - Quick Up to Wing - Sw
B5 - Defense Skills - Over D to D - Sw
B5 - Defense Skills - D to D Reverse x 4 - Sw
B5 - Neutral zone Angling - Pro
B5 2-0 Shot - Rebound - Shot - Pro
B5 1-0 Outside-Middle Shots- Czech U17 B5 5-0 Breakout Options
B5 Regroup 3-0, Middle Drive-Pro
B5 Regroup 2-0 x 2-Flames
B5 Regroup Options and Shots Finnish U17
B5 Regroup Options and Shots Finnish U17
B5 Russian Women Pass and Shoot
B5 Double Cross and Drop-Dukla
B5 Give and Go x 3 - Shoot
B5 Shooting on 4 Nets - HC Dukla Camp, Czech Republic
B5 Cross and Drop
B5 Forecheck Skills Deflect-Steer-Angle-Finish
B5 Scoring Drill
B5 Overspeed Skate-Pass-Shoot
B5 Czech Stretch Pass
B5 Circle and Shoot

B5 Shooting Warm up
B5 Cross and Drop
B5 Full Ice Breakout-One D
B5 Breakouts With 2 D
B5-6 Pass x 3 Shoot-Rebound U17-U20
B5-B6 Breakout 3 Shot Czech - U17
B5-B6 Breakout 3 Shot Czech - U17
B5-B6 On Touch x 2 - Shot - Point Shot - Pro
B5-B600 Quick ups x 2 - Latvia U20
B500 - Czech Skills x 6 Stations
B500 - Pass 1-2-3 Pucks x 4 - Pro
B500 - Static Monkey in Middle x 4 - Pro
B500 - 2 Players Pass 2 Pucks in Circle - Pro
B500 - Square 1 Touch Passing - Pro W
B500 - Datsyuk Group Puck Protection
B500 Defenders Stick on the Puck 1-1 - Pro
B500 Defensive Side with Stick on the Puck
B500 - Receiving Passes with Hand,Body, Skate - Sw
B500 - 360 Degree Passing - Sw
B500 One Timers and Breakaways - Czech U17
B500 3 Spoke Passing - Czech U17
B500 3 Spoke Passing - Czech U17

B500 One Timers, Shots and Breakaways - Czech U17
B500 - Partner Wrist Passes - Czech U17
B500 Overspeed with a Pass
B500 Cutbacks and Escape Moves
B500-2 on 0-Cycle-Cut Back-Pass-Shot
B500 Passing Technique from Sweden
B500 Swedish Stickhandling in Circles
B500 Point Shots and One Timers
B500 Passing Circuit
B500 Reijo Routsalainen Demonstrates Passing
B500 Individual Skills
B500 Defensive Zone Position Skating - Pro
B500 Defensive Side Instruction
B500 Defensive Drill to Keep the Stick on the Puck - Pro
B500 Shooting puck handling passing
B500 Body Contact Clinic - U14
B500 Angling and Escapes - Finland
B6 - Fake-Get Puck-Tight Turn-Shoot - U17
B6 - Jursi 2-0 Skate and Pass x 2 - No Shot - U17
B6 3-0 Weave-Regroup at Far End – U17
B6 - 2-0 Walk-in - Pass to High Slot - U17
B6 - Point Shot-RG-Shot-PS - Pro

B6 - Pass and Shoot x 2 - Wrap Around - Pro
B6 - One Touch High Cycle 2-0 - Czech U20
B6 - 5-0 BO-Atttack-Cycle-Point Shot - Czech U20
B6 - 2-0 Wide and Middle Lane x 2 - Czech U20
B6 - BO Options - F Shot-D Shot – Pro
B6 - 3 Lane Shots - Long Pass Back – Pro
B6 - F and D Agility-BO-Point Shot x 2 - Pro
B6 - 2-0 Inside Out Pass of the Pads - RB Pro
B6 Big Horseshoe 1-0- Pro
B6 - 2-0 Pass and Shoot Skating - Pro
B6 - 3-0 Weave-RG With Coach-Shoot - Goalie WU Far End - Pro
B6 - 3 One Touch Pass 1 Skate Backward - Pro
B6 - One Touch Passing - Pro
B6 - 2 Shots 2 Passes x 2 - Pro
B6 High Cycle - Screen - Slot Shot - Pro
B6 - Horseshoe with Stretch Pass - Pro
B6 - Shot 1-0, 2-0 to 3-0 - Pro
B6 - Shot 2-0 to 3-0 - Pro
B6 - F-D-D High Cycle - Shot Pass - Pro
B6 - 2-0 Touch Back – Pro
B6 2-0 Disguised Skate
B6 High Low Shooting with Pass - U20

B6 Jursi 2-0 with Regroup - U20
B6 - 2-0 - Pro
B6 Shooting from 3 Lanes - Pro
B6 - Shot x 3 Passes x 3 Shots x 3 – Pro
B6 Regroup-Breakout 2-0 x 2 – Pro
B6 3-0 Rush and Entry – Pro
B6 1-0 x 2 – Pro
B6 1-0 Pass to Middle x 2- Pro
B6 - 2-0 Wide Passes – Pro
B6 3-0 Weave - Regroup - Attack - Pro
B6 Breakout x 2 Point Shot – Pro
B6 High-Low-Shot then Agility-Shot - Prospects
B6 Wide and Middle 2-0 x 2 Pro
B6 Breakout 3-0 Point Shot x 2 – Pro
B6 Wide and Middle 2-0 x 2 - Prospects
B6 2-0 Regroup - Attack - Prospects
B6 3-0 Middle Drive Options - Pro
B6 Breakout 3-0 Point Shot x 2 – Pro 2
B6 sequence 1-0 2-0 prospects
B6 2-0 - Backcheck - Prospects
B6 - F Block Point Shots - Sw
B6 One Touch Passes and Shoot

B6 - Point Shot with a Screen - Sw
B6 - 1-0 Walk Out and Shoot – Sw
B6 2-0 - Pro
B6 Breakout 1-0 Point Shot - Pro
B6 2-0 x 2-Stretch-2-0 Pro W
B6 2-0 Disguised Skate - Pro
B6 Pass and Replace x 2 - Pro
B6 Big Horeshoe 2-0
B6 3-0 Middle Drive C-U18
B6 Big Horseshoe C-U18
B6 Defense Shooting Options - U18F
B6 3-0 Weave-Regroup at Far End – Pro
B6 Four Spot Shooting - Slovakia U20
B6 2-0 Middle Drive - Czech U20
B6, 2-0 Pass to Line-up or Moving Player - Finland
B6 Chaos NZ Overspeed with Regroup-Pro
B6 3-0 One Touch Regroup - 3 Shots and High Cycle
B6 3-0 One Touch Regroup - 3 Shots
B6 2-0 Wide Pass and Shot-Pro
B6 - Small Horseshoe
B6 Point Shot practice
B6 Defense Shooting Sequence

B6 Puck Handling Eight Exercises
D6 Game Formation - Variations
B6 Swedish Puck Exchange
B6 1-0, 2-0, 3-0 Small Horseshoe
B6 Jursi 2-0 Pass While Skating -Shoot
B6 One Touch x 3 and Shoot
B6 Pass and Replace x 3
B6 1-0, 2-0 Pass and Shoot
B6 Big Horsehoe-Washington 2
B6 3-0,4-0 Pass-Regroup-Shoot, Detroit
B6 Shots Wide and Middle-Washington
B6 Big Horseshoe-Washington
B6 Italian Box-One Touch 2-0
B6 Chaos 3-0 Pass and Shoot - Pro
B6-Dean One high one low Shooting
B6 3 shots 3 zig zags 3 shots
B6 1-0 and 2-0 Shooting
B6 Rapid One Touch and Shoot
B6 Cross Pass-Cross Drop-Shoot - Pro
B6 Scoring with One Timers - Pro
B6 - Forward Scoring Practice
B6 - NHL Prospects Scoring Practice

B6 Puck Protection Skills and Scoring Skills from Finland
B6 Puck Handling Skills-Zig Zag - CW
B6 - Defensemen Shooting Options
B6 drill with 3 shots 3 passes 3 zig zags 3 shots
B6 - Defense Shooting
B6-600 Flow - Breakout 2 F Shoot - D Point Shot - Finland U20
B6-B600 - One Touch 2-0 and Shot Routine - Czech U20
B6-B600 - One Touch 2-0 and Shot Routine - Czech U20 2
B7 - Face-off Technique - Sweden
B7 Face-off Practice.wmv
B7 Faceoffs Practice - Washington.
B600 - 2-0 Exchange Puck-Shoot x 2 – RB
B600 Give and Go x 2 Cross Pass Shoot - RB Pro
B600 Double Pass Regroup Pass and Shoot - RB Pro
B600 - Exchange Puck and Cross Pass – RB
B600 - Shot x 2-One Touch x 2 - Stretch Pass x 2 - U20
B600 - Red-Blue-Red-Blue-Pass-Shoot - Czech U20
B600 - Pass-Xpass-Loop-Pass - Czech U20
B600 - One Touch x 2-Wide Pass-Shot - Russian U20
B600 - One Touch x 2 Circle-Pass-Shoot - Russian U20
B600 - Double RG-2-0-Chip In - Czech U20
B600 - Double RG - 1-0 - Czech U20

B600 - 5-0 RG - 1-0 x 3 - 5-0 Point Shots x 2 - Czech U20
B600 - Shot x 2-One Touch x 2 - Stretch Pass x 2 - U20
B600 1 - RB Pro
B600 2 - RB Pro
B600 3 - RB Pro
B600 Give and Go x 2 Cross Pass Shoot - RB Pro
B600 - RG-Quick up to F to Stretch F- Point Shot - Pro
B600 2 x Quick up and Point Shot - Pro
B600 2 x One Touch and Stretch Pass - Pro W
B600 - RG-Delay-Point Shot - Pro
B600 RG-Delay-Point Shot x 2 - Pro
B600 RG x 2 Point Shot - Pro W
B6 - Shot 1-0, 2-0 to 3-0 - Pro
B6 - Shot 2-0 to 3-0 - Pro
B6 - F-D-D High Cycle - Shot Pass - Pro
B6 - 2-0 Touch Back – Pro
B600 - RGx2 with Point Shots - Pro W
B600 Regroup x 2 x 2 – Pro
B600 Pass-Across-Across-Stretch x 2 – Shoot – Pro
B600 2-0 Random Pass to Lines – Pro
B600 Give and Go x 3 x 2 - Shoot – Pro
B600 Give Go Shoot x 2 – Pro

B600 Regroup-Wall support-Shoot x 2
B6 3-0 Weave - Regroup - Attack - Pro
B600 Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
B600 Up-Back-Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
B600 - Regroup with D 2-0 x 2 – Detroit
B600 Cross-Drop-Pass 2-0 Prospects
B600 Wall Support 1-0 Prospects
B600 Wall Support 2-0 Prospects
B600 Regroup, Hinge, Middle D Rush-Detroit
B600 Regroup, Hinge, Quick Up-Detroit
B600 - Give and Go - Wall Support - Shot x 2 - Pro
B600 Flow - Breakout - 2 F Shoot - D Point Shot - Finland U20
B600 Stretch Pass x 2 - Pro
B600 Pass x 3 Stretch 1-0 Pro W
B600 Regroup, 3-0, Delay, Low Cycle, Point Shot - Pro W
B600 Regroup, 3-0, Delay, Point Shot - Pro W
B600 Double Regroup 2F 1D Attack
B600, 2-0 Wide Middle x 2 - Pro
B600 D Wheel D to D, D to F Attack 2-0, F Cycle Up Exchange Puck with D, Attack
B600 Pass-Drop-Shoot
B600 One Touch x 2 and Diagonal U18
B600, 2-0 - Pro

B600 One Touch x 3 and Shot - Slovakia U20
B600 Double Regroup 2F 1D Attack
B600 Double Regroup-Hinge 2-0
B600 Nzone Passes-Finland U20
B600 Breakout 3-0 with 2F 1D - Point shot-Canada U20
B600 Slovakia U20
B600 Double Regroup and Attack 2-0
B600 2 x 2 Shots - Swiss U20
B600 Double Regroup Options
B600 2-0 Passing Options - Swiss U20
B600 Breakout 2 F Shoot D Point Shot-Finland U20
B600 1-0 F Regroup with Both D
B600 D Hinge up to F then D Join Play Progression-Detroit
B600 Skating for Quick Feet - Dukla
B600 Give and Go and Shoot
B600 Small Horseshoe 4 nets 2 groups
B600, 3 Lane Passing and Shooting warm up
B600 Pass-Pass-Regroup-Shoot
B600, 2-0 Passing, Shooting Warm-up
B600 Neutral Zone Puck Support and Attack
T B6 D to D Hinge and Switch
T1-3 -B6 - Stick on Puck and Shot Pass - Pro

T1 - B6 - Take Rim - Shot Pass - Pro
T1-B6 - Agility and Quickness-Shot - RB Pro
T1 - B6 - One Timer-Shot Pass - Pro
T1 - B6 - Shot Pass from Corner and Tip in Front - Pro
T1 - B7 - Face-off Technique - Pro
T2 B6 3-0 Attack Options - Middle Drive - Pro
T2 - B600 Isolate Wide D on 2-2 - Pro
T2 - B600 - RG-D-F-Stretching F - Pro
T2 - B6 - 2-0 – Skate Inside Pass Outside -Shoot - Czech U20
T2 - B6 - 2-0-Gain Zone-X and Drop - Pro
T2 - B6 - 2-0 Skate to Big Ice-X and Drop-Shoot - Pro
T2 - B6 - Pass to F-Shoot-Screen-Point Shot - Pro
T3 - B6 - Hip to hip Angling x 4 - Pro
T2 B6 - 5-0 BO-Atttack-Cycle-Point Shot - Czech U20
T3 - B6 Defending Player Below Goal Line - Pro

B Drills – Partner and Team Drills
B Drills – Partner and Team Drills - YouTube Video
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=8130&topic=8148#8148
B - Angle Checking - Finland
https://youtu.be/BvJPu2DAxVQ
B Warm-up Circuit F Pass D Shoot Goalie Technique - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/ytk14vASfFM
B - Individual Skills Post Practice 1 – Pro
https://youtu.be/XF5PKz12n8Y
B - Puck Protection and Escape Moves - Finland
https://youtu.be/M1HUWIUcVM4
B Skill Circuit Finnish U17
https://youtu.be/P0nsIv0zT6w
B - Individual Skills Post Practice- Pro
https://youtu.be/rjSK55tDVjo
B - Post Practice Individual Skills 2- Pro
https://youtu.be/NhePTZZ3ZtY
B – Skill Warm-up Circuit - Pro
https://youtu.be/6t7p-FFuBnA
B – Warm-up Drill Routine – Pro
https://youtu.be/0gznRR6e34k
B2 - D to D Options x 4 - Point Shots - U17
https://youtu.be/tiW2TVE24Og
B2 - Drag and Shoot + One Timer – Pro
https://youtu.be/-lWtwlclydg
B2 - Skate and One Touch Shot – Pro
https://youtu.be/Kn5tt8-J4kc
B2 Defense Shooting Drills- Pro
https://youtu.be/12882p-bQAY

B2 - D Walk Line-Switch D to D One Timer - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/YR4GF9NK-Ks
B2 - Russians D to D and Pass to Point
https://youtu.be/5Iy0yhCgdXU

B2 - Skate and Shoot vs Backchecker Russian U20
https://youtu.be/j7DNzRrS1nM
B2 One Timer from Point - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/J_NaVa2riUg
B2 Point Shots - Canada U20
https://youtu.be/J_NaVa2riUg
B2 - D to D Options x 4 - Point Shots - U17
https://youtu.be/uzT91PQAWII
B2 Point Shots - Canada U20
https://youtu.be/OtDgVckOzwk
B2 - One Timer Practice ProW
https://youtu.be/KTk_I1Byuyw
B2 1-0 Pivot Circle-Shoot Kaz
https://youtu.be/oFXAOhmITtE
B2 Pass Behind Shoot in Front U22
https://youtu.be/Oaz6LjOrLC8
B2 Pass From Behind Shot x 2 U22
https://youtu.be/_PRIi5wcwDw
B2 Pass to Point - Drag and Shoot U22
https://youtu.be/d-FC1enwj5o
B2 Pass x 3 Shoot U22
https://youtu.be/p9ZSZXQ_66E
B2 Pass-One Time Shot-Kazakstan W
https://youtu.be/OawfhTfwkz0

B2 Protect Puck-walk out-shot U18
https://youtu.be/UazKPNRAdVg
B2 Reach Behind-Walk out U22
https://youtu.be/tMxqz6OwpC0
B2 - 2 on 1 Pass in Front of Toes - Pro (2)
https://youtu.be/ErpG0U6j1yw
B2 - D Drag to Beat Blocker - Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/IvvPXHOpxm0
B2 - D One Timer - Agility Skate - Pro
https://youtu.be/ElrKnwwcpzk
B2 - D Puck Off Boards - Escape - Shoot x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/aA4gCwB2CZo
B2 - D Shot Off Draw - Pro
https://youtu.be/xKlL3Kl6lsg
B2 - D Shot off Draw Down Boards - Pro
https://youtu.be/ZAusiHy6XMg
B2 - D to D to D - Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/gt7jPrg9owU
B2 - F One Touch - Agility Skate x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/zB2lLlhmVCY
B2 - Give Go x 2 - One Timer - Pro
https://youtu.be/sixp2O4JXjQ
B2 - Hard Static Fake - Give and Go - Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/FU-H2_K2634
B2 - Point Shots x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/KaWyYGNBVa4
B2 - Static Fakes - Give-Go-Give-Shoot – Pro
https://youtu.be/qfk5iMLnDJ0
B2 Defensemen One Timers - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/YIo_xsxCsgA

B2 Point Shot-Screen, Point to Low then Across - Pro
https://youtu.be/Bb1kb9Fbj9k
B2 Scoring - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/jTU6H_uIc4A

B2 Shooting Defense Rotate High-RB
https://youtu.be/0pz8X-r96O8
B2 - Defense Shooting - Pro
https://youtu.be/ZtNuRTvddYM
B2 Formation Point Shots - TPS Pro
https://youtu.be/lChnXmqdjns
B2 One Timers-Pro
https://youtu.be/gE6DvvierEE
B2 Shooting - Pro
https://youtu.be/YyXCYKz5dEQ
B2 Alternate Point Shots - Czech Youth
https://youtu.be/K7mqE1wj9sY
B2 - D Shoot and Pass – Pro
https://youtu.be/Gp_aZas6qqk
B3 - Backhand Pass x 10 - Pro
https://youtu.be/_RPzz_7wKyU
B3 - Passing from Triple Threat Position - Pro
https://youtu.be/fXHHn93ASVc
B3 Passing U22
https://youtu.be/jfKKn9oo7cg
B3 Stickhandling Through Pucks U22
https://youtu.be/SIeu137RdPs
B3-D2 Partner Pass - Keepaway - 1-1 Game - U18 F
https://youtu.be/0A3SgfHJq-U

B3 - Passing Skills Routine - U17
https://youtu.be/P1tELrtddBk
B3 - 3, 1-1 Defense to Offense - Finland
https://youtu.be/FfgDIdEk7O0
B3 Partner Passing - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/SCccNy11weY
B3 - Passing Skills Routine - U17
https://youtu.be/aqUPduaKMBI
B4 - RG-D to W Shot-Point Shot - 2-0 - 3-0 - U17
https://youtu.be/b_4mKOkG3xs
B4 Circle and Shoot 1 0 x 2 x 2 Czech U20
https://youtu.be/Y4cHI2dI_Vs
B4 4 0 BO 2 0 Attack x 2 Czech U20
https://youtu.be/QpprVG4S5cg
B4 - One Timer-BO 2-0 Wide Entry - U20
https://youtu.be/-02U7P5G3TY
B4 Regroup with Coach Support and Shoot - Finland U20
https://youtu.be/PtGlSmr2dDE
B4 One Touch x 3 Shoot Pro
https://youtu.be/bowrwxZ5wqQ
B4 One Touch x 3 Shoot Prospect
https://youtu.be/gHfXdGYkRdQ
B4-B6 Breakout 3-0 with Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/-V0pTOgIOzI
B4-B6 Pass and Replace - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/2nXP3uL-GDo
B4-B300 - Shoot-Pass-1-0 Prospect
https://youtu.be/WF85wIpABvY
B4-B600 - Breakout Flow - Pro
https://youtu.be/ErtRt9IAfvA

B4 1-0 Outside-Middle Shots - Czech U17 and Two Pro
https://youtu.be/j0IWhL0ARbw
B4 - RG-D to W Shot-Point Shot - 2-0 - 3-0 - U17
https://youtu.be/23fX6HI253g
B4 - Cross and Drop Sequence – College
https://youtu.be/HHHs_8VNJwY
B4 - 2-0 Regroup - Point Shot – Pro

https://youtu.be/CpoA1Q5ndCA
B4-B6 - RG - 3-0 - 2F-1D - U17
https://youtu.be/54_rLRTxROI
B4-B600 BO Routine x 3 x 2 U17
https://youtu.be/ca4U-L4UZG8
B4-B6 Pass and Shoot Flow - Pro W
https://youtu.be/H9N4O8tdrp8
B4-B6 Pass and Shoot Pro W
https://youtu.be/lCF2UfIf6Is
B4-B6 - Regroup x 4 – 1-0, 2-0 – Pro
https://youtu.be/nZY10MzurHM
B4-B6 - D Quick up to W – Pro
https://youtu.be/wyATrzsB9gk
B4-B600 - BO 2-0-Point Shot x 2 - Sw F
https://youtu.be/t-RCQG6PIlg
B4-B600 - RG 1-0 x 2 x 2 - C U18F
https://youtu.be/n5DrI5j8WF0
B5 Shooting Czech Youth
https://youtu.be/WjW1BwtKc5k
B5 One Timer 5 Spots Czech U20
https://youtu.be/GuIk1WEaWdk
B5 - Breakout Reps - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/-SvkPcX-6-M

B5 Shooting on 4 Nets - HC Dukla HS, Czech Republic
https://youtu.be/vmrXpAcLOac
B5 Double Cross and Drop - HC Dukla Jihlava U20
https://youtu.be/ft-T_KMohkI
B5 - Angling Prospect
https://youtu.be/2-ADYtmKs6E
B5 - Breakout x 2 Regroup - 3 Shots - Pro
https://youtu.be/a4eOOi6STrk
B5 Angling in the Wide Lane - Pro
https://youtu.be/nMIdocn6eVo
B5 3-0 Breakout-ShootCycle-F or D Shot-Finnish U17
https://youtu.be/kRwJiljSFLE
B5 Attack 2-0 Shoot - Cycle - Pass - Shoot Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/23uLeJgrl4E
B5 Regroup Options and Shots Finnish U17
https://youtu.be/a5vzAWDfw6c
B5-B6 On Touch x 2 - Shot - Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/KxsTtBfgC5k
B5 - Neutral zone Angling - Pro
https://youtu.be/jWNMfHmyabk
B5 - D to D Breakout Pro W
https://youtu.be/FE0m_eQTEhY
B5 - Pass and Shoot - Russian W
https://youtu.be/BWVthBN4G-I
B5 Warm up - U18
https://youtu.be/syd_C7H27Ps
B5 3-0 Breakout-Regroup-3-0 Attack-Kaz W
https://youtu.be/inIw4Serdo0

B5 5-0 Breakout Options - U18 F
https://youtu.be/wyF_w3ygnsM
B5 Breakout 4-0 x 2 Race to Score - Pro W
https://youtu.be/CVgRZk653yA
B5 Breakout 5-0 Attack 3-2 - Kazakstan W
https://youtu.be/em9gQD45WQQ
B5 Breakout x 3 - 3 on 1 - Pro W
https://youtu.be/sIR7pCWX7FE
B5 D Pass-Dump-5-0 Breakout Kaz
https://youtu.be/8HuRupM-JA4
B5 D Tight Turn and Pass - Pro W
https://youtu.be/qEVRw4vAlSg
B5 One Timers - Pro W
https://youtu.be/ZrYxlXxQEtM
B5-B6, 1-1 Pro W
https://youtu.be/_jB5dJl_6CY
B5-B600 Pass to Wall - 1-0 Point Shot x 2 - Pro W
https://youtu.be/nK8y8WclELs
B5 - D to D Hinges - U17
https://youtu.be/XPYN9Jo7cVk
B5 - Shot Block x 3 - U17 and Sweden
https://youtu.be/X_YtSSYVVDg
B5 - Rim-Shoot - Point Shot - U17
https://youtu.be/hjykvqmeTGA
B5 - D Alternating Point Shots - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/-VekY1yZYh0
B6 - Carolina 2-0, 3-0 Weave – College
https://youtu.be/rTaNDctDKtc
B6 - Five Shots x 2 – College
https://youtu.be/QC7hvuGCowI

B6 Jursi Skate-Pass-Shoot
https://youtu.be/P_gx6-rJeOA
B6 - 2-0 Chip Out-Chip In -Shoot - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/kND2rXOgGjU

B6 Jursi 2-0 with Regroup - U20
https://youtu.be/maYtXZL22Bg
B6 Jursi Skate and Pass
https://youtu.be/gsWhWvXq2bc
B6 - Fake-Get Puck-Tight Turn-Shoot - U17
https://youtu.be/syG6KdmKgVo
B6 - Jursi 2-0 Skate and Pass x 2 - No Shot - U17
https://youtu.be/sEor-Dfk5yo
B6 3-0 Weave-Regroup at Far End – U17
https://youtu.be/rw_rL0vH8OI
B6 - Take Rim - Shot Pass - Pro
https://youtu.be/7OfJYj8zpNk
B6 1-0, 2-0 Pass and Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/bE9lJrQNfQ8
B6 3-0 Weave - Regroup - Attack - Pro
https://youtu.be/tjcdjroz3L4
B6 3-0-Middle Drive Options - Pro
https://youtu.be/6Rgi1yo2dAg
B6 Cross and Drop Warm up - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/J6xl8NE5SZI
B6 High-Low-Shot then Agility-Shot - Prospects
https://youtu.be/4gXbWsbKCno
B6 Shooting from 3 Lanes - Pro
https://youtu.be/9bf__nXAKXE

B6-600 Breakout 2F and 1D Rush 3-1 – Pro
https://youtu.be/PCFVF_j1Uto
B2-B6 - F1-D1-F2 - Point Shot – Pro
https://youtu.be/ub6CiWkPeIE
B6 - 2 Shots 2 Passes x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/0SVB0G4mdIY
B6 - 2-0 - Pro
https://youtu.be/8qvvMpCR_yU
B6 - 2-0 Inside Out Pass of the Pads - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/wesGDF2jTZs
B6 - 2-0 Touch Back – Pro
https://youtu.be/5ndS8cB_E3w
B6 - 2-0 Wide Passes – Pro
https://youtu.be/awkH7hF7YEk
B6 - 2-1 Defensive Slide - Point Shot Prospect
https://youtu.be/YijfLUG7apU
B6 - 3 Lane Shots - Long Pass Back – Pro
https://youtu.be/s4DoCi76hng
B6 - 3 Lane Shots - Pro
https://youtu.be/pc689Y6l5ng
B6 - 3 One Touch Pass 1 Skate Backward - Pro
https://youtu.be/LsJkdmcyb-4
B6 - 3-0 Weave-RG With Coach-Shoot - Goalie WU Far End - Pro
https://youtu.be/B8W3s58cCcw
B6 - BO Options - F Shot-D Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/kLGsecTnz7g
B6 - F and D Agility-BO-Point Shot x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/1sOS5IkF4wk
B6 - Horseshoe with Stretch Pass - Pro
https://youtu.be/tQ9zjI5NZHo

B6 - One Touch Passing - Pro
https://youtu.be/zlsCHKvNR3s
B6 - Pass and Shoot x 2 - Wrap Around - Pro
https://youtu.be/rx37F9BwAdg

B6 - Point Shot-RG-Shot-PS - Pro
https://youtu.be/e-abYDo50qs
B6 - Shot 1-0, 2-0 to 3-0 – Pro
https://youtu.be/45ZT3KqXxxE
B6 - Shot x 3 Passes x 3 - Pro
https://youtu.be/iqwhPz1nzAE
B6 – Wide and Middle x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/JiZuGGyjjVE
B6 1-0 and 2-0 Shooting Warm up - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/C59gBkh0MUU
B6 1-0 Pass to Middle x 2- Pro
https://youtu.be/rmUAk3wM_BM
B6 - 1-0 x 2
https://youtu.be/BxCFrpZFT7A
B6 2-0 Disguised Skate - Pro
https://youtu.be/-ZGrVCikrok
B6 2-0 - Pro
https://youtu.be/1_3xabkrfa0
B6 2-0 Regroup - Attack - Prospects
https://youtu.be/nPgSXvBOVug
B6 2-0 Wide Pass and Shot-Pro
https://youtu.be/WqbJJgLqxvY
B6 3-0 Attack Options - Pro
https://youtu.be/2X0zh5gTh6g

B6 3-0 Middle Drive Options - Prospects
https://youtu.be/nBjuKe-bPQ0
B6 3-0 Regroup Weave Warm-up - Pro
https://youtu.be/4hEcjRjHqLA
B6 3-0 Rush and Entry - Pro
https://youtu.be/hwl2dOEKMYI
B6 Big Horseshoe 1-0- Pro
https://youtu.be/QVnk5ZFavhE
B6 BO x 2 Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/GzYJL95y8pE
B6 Breakout 1-0 Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/TAw38rIZj_I
B6 Breakout 3-0 Point Shot Pro
https://youtu.be/eF4ObRh_EbM
B6 Breakout 3-0 Point Shot x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/MQX5bnRXlAo
B6 Breakout x 2 Point Shot – Pro
https://youtu.be/BLVcTM6dSDA
B6 Chaos NZ Overspeed with Regroup-Pro
https://youtu.be/LEqz1lvw6X0
B6 High Cycle - Screen - Slot Shot – Pro
https://youtu.be/Is0z3w5XBvc
B6 One Timers-Pro
https://youtu.be/DGvPc3vzyds
B6 One Touch x 3 Shoot-Rebound-Screen - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/968GxF8HMmg
B6 Puck Handling and Cross-over Skating - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/VHlpGah9Sy8
B6 Regroup-Breakout-2-0 x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/lcbw6aL-caI

B6 sequence 1-0 2-0 Pro
https://youtu.be/IqeCF4t6irE
B6 Wide and Middle 2-0 x 2 Pro
https://youtu.be/OXgZwoxeEqs

B6 Wide and Middle 2-0 x 2 Pro
https://youtu.be/SwEmVFqx9nU
B6, 1-1 to 2-2, 2-1 to 3-3, 2-2 to 4-4 - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/hXGDa3YHUho
B6 - Puck Protection Skills - Finland
https://youtu.be/Ivv8J3nMgGI
B6 High Low Shooting with Pass - U20
https://youtu.be/XnLYkYF_-hQ
B6 Jursi 2-0 with Regroup - U20
https://youtu.be/oOVVgQ2ZXbM
B6 - 3 Shots 3 Lanes U18 W
https://youtu.be/tTthomKaj0M
B6 - Drag and Shoot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/nL1SPmZYuU0
B6 - Small Horseshoe - U18 F
https://youtu.be/WpzJHnGNcpI
B6 2-0 x 2-Stretch-2-0 Pro W
https://youtu.be/6BjOXEqzTRA
B6 3 Shots 3 Lanes - U18 W
https://youtu.be/P3sze6ddDW8
B6 3-0 Middle Drive - U18
https://youtu.be/1bREtYey8To
B6 3-0 Regroup 3-1 Kaz
https://youtu.be/e8pP3_EU0fI

B6 Big horseshoe U18
https://youtu.be/mdMZFYi6GqY
B6 Drag and Shoot 3 - Pro W
https://youtu.be/gAQyk201pik
B6 Jursi Skate and Pass - U18 F
https://youtu.be/9CYHXzW6zFs
B6 One Touch x 3 and Shoot - U18 F
https://youtu.be/JqTaJ-OSLqc
B6 Puck Handling Eights - U18 F
https://youtu.be/FswE-MMIaUc
B6 Regroup 1-0 Point Shot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/1dbbT_fUkzE
B6 Shot-Shot-Regroup - Shot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/uG1cZTCKPbY
B6 Swedish Puck Exchange - U18 F
https://youtu.be/KF9mkO0TbVo
B6 5 0 BO Atttack Cycle Point Shot Czech U20
https://youtu.be/OKWElinR1Ek
B6 - 2-0 Wide and Middle Lane x 2 - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/o5MghsfpnAQ
https://youtu.be/7WqkSz_toG4
B6 - One Touch High Cycle 2-0 - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/oOzozduCa6w
B6 2-0 Middle Drive - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/gFIQBPOLUt0
B6 - 3-0 Pass-2F-1D Shoot – College
https://youtu.be/PcxX6YNugX8
B6-600 - Breakout 2 F Shoot - D Point Shot – College
https://youtu.be/_x8QjfCydsw

B6-B600 - One Touch 2-0 and Shot Routine - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/rflzA9EUZBg
https://youtu.be/MWIysBjSUIc
https://youtu.be/7XYZE7BGDDA
B6 - Screen and Tip – Pro
https://youtu.be/WbGOt9Ysh-k
B6 3-0,4-0 Pass-Regroup-Shoot-Pro
https://youtu.be/vN3gzdRj12k
B6 Big Horseshoe-Pro
https://youtu.be/6ixnXk1qq6s
B6 - 3-0 Middle Drive - 5-0 RG Sequence – Pro
https://youtu.be/aecP7-WSLPI
B6 Big Horseshoe 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/0n8wRjyeEVo
B6 - 2 Passes x 2 Timing and Shots - U18 F
https://youtu.be/WmpASHh7uL4
B6 - 1 High 1 Low Shooting x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/hzhm55hiiBw
B6 – 2-0 Regroup 3-0 Middle Lane Drive – Pro
https://youtu.be/g_KbJa3a6LM
B6 1-0, 2-0, 3-0 Small Horseshoe – MRU
https://youtu.be/VgW3XTM1JXQ
B6 – 3 Shots, 3 Zig-zags, 3 Shots – U17-20 RB
https://youtu.be/AfPDToEnXdc
B6-B600 – 2-0 Cross and Drop – Random Multiple Passes – Pro
https://youtu.be/-nuMrHlMdfY
B7 Faceoffs – Pro
https://youtu.be/A4E7JV-Sw6c
B7 Face off Practice - RB Pro

https://youtu.be/7e04xrNv-OU
B8 - Regroup x 3 and 5 Shots - U18 F
https://youtu.be/4p8lKvtGTL8
B200 - 3 Touch Cross Pass - Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/33lOfnfDFfg

B200 - 3 Touch Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/E93zpjjfwjs
B200 Figure Eight Face Puck Passing - Pro
https://youtu.be/k8yY7QTs1nQ
B200 1-0, 2-0 Nzone Transiton Drill - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/W5aDGTeRTGM
B200 - Regroup 5-0 Middle Drive – Pro
https://youtu.be/HSScG-jBmio
B202 3-0 Passing and Attack - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/OPa2OHqQGkc
B202 - 4 x 2 Chaos Overspeed – College
https://youtu.be/fEGcEqZUQAE
B202 Skating for Quickness - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/UxUa0kkRoTE
B202 - 3 on 0 Neutral Zone Passes - Pro
https://youtu.be/kplryc911K8
B202 - Regroup 1-0, 2-0 Pass Options - Pro
https://youtu.be/JUKX55yFC4E
B202 - RG-Hinge-Stretch Pass - Pro
https://youtu.be/fyCabWMoEyY
B202 - RG-Hinge-Stretch Pass-One Touch - Pro
https://youtu.be/1TGqSYte0FE
B202 – Shoot –Breakout - Pass Wide - Shoot x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/5_BzFxaYxpk

B202 1-0, 2-0 With Chip - Pro
https://youtu.be/D64p7-P_noI
B202 Breakout Pass and Shooting Warm up - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/fypRLGZzKUk
B202 Low-Wide-Middle and Low-Middle-Wide - Pro
https://youtu.be/GdSublHp9lI
B202 Nzone Regroup 1-0 and 2-0 - RB
https://youtu.be/ZKfF_62_huo
B202 Passing and Shooting Warm up - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/fypRLGZzKUk
B202 Low-Wide-Middle and Low-Middle-Wide - Pro
https://youtu.be/GdSublHp9lI
B202 Nzone Regroup 1-0 and 2-0 - RB
https://youtu.be/ZKfF_62_huo
B202 Passing and Shooting Warm up - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/wehY0MqlTIM
B202 One Touch 2-0 Sweden U20 A
https://youtu.be/jMrxSM8bSG4
B202 One Touch 2-0 Sweden U20 B
https://youtu.be/FmNRjU4bM9Y
B202 One Touch x 2 Outlet Pass Shoot-Sweden U20
https://youtu.be/WwEB9j0pgkw
B202 Pass and Shoot Options-Sweden U20
https://youtu.be/n7_zZx8WorM
B202 Passing options - Sweden U20
https://youtu.be/PdF8NhLzn7g
B202 - Luhowy 4 Line Passing - U15
https://youtu.be/ThWhA72Y9eY

B202 - Stick Tug a war - U18
https://youtu.be/C-5vk8gvH3k
B202 Chaos Passing - Kazakstan W
https://youtu.be/Rm8MSIlN5Fk
B202 Pass to All Players - U18 F
https://youtu.be/twIBPPTGe2Q

B202 Passing Overspeed - U18 F
https://youtu.be/XMUeqfmfH7Y
B202 - Across and Middle x 2 - U17
https://youtu.be/GQRvdfg0pKs
B202 - Luhowy Passing - U17
https://youtu.be/lLJlp747ZN4
B202 - Pass Forward and Backward - U17
https://youtu.be/E95yINhEr60
B202 - Regroup Progression 1-0 - 2-0 - U17
https://youtu.be/HqSl4lvf5vQ
B202 – Regroup Options x 2 - Shot - U17
https://youtu.be/5LJt8DsprI8
B202 - Nzone Regroup 1-0 - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/Wf9AnDpfFtk
https://youtu.be/lHzxpbAdB6k
B202 - Circle and Shoot 1-0 x 2 x 2 - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/x43wkh9cxpg
B202 - Passing in 4 Groups - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/C9KYthXMhc4
B202 One Touch x 2 Czech U20
https://youtu.be/m_2_hwaE3Wc
B202 One Touch Pass 4 Groups Czech U20
https://youtu.be/yNYdL-wi_4A

B202 - Chaos and Goalie Warm-up - C U18 F
https://youtu.be/I9OmgC2cFL0
B300 One Touch Monkey in the Middle - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/SAHC6mQsLpw
B300 Optional Practice Skills – Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/U80uRGKRobQ
B500 Face the puck and shoot - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/1Il8iIM5OEo
B300 Around the Clock One Touch Passing - U18 F
https://youtu.be/hW741n4yGLQ
B300 Three Player Around the Clock - U18 F
https://youtu.be/CR8aFnZCsIs
B300 - One Touch Monkey in Middle - Pro
https://youtu.be/kLc96FjaAnA
B300 Pass x 3 Tight turn Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/tLMKtJGrUbM
B300 Shoot from Pass Below Goal Line x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/718rwSaR-Lk
B300 Tight Turn 8 Pass Shoot - Pro
https://youtu.be/TJXMw-1vKHg
B300 - Passing 2-3 Players - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/cn9jZ-0Bwok
B300 - Passing 2-3 Players and Shot - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/klxPgznUF0U
B300 Monkey in the Middle vs 1 and 2 - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/aePiP5lxwNw
B300 - Pass - Figure 8 - Pass – Pro
https://youtu.be/qT5h4QkMk34

B500 - Square 1 Touch Passing – Pro
https://youtu.be/BSN2s9rIRto
B500 One Timers and Breakaways - Czech U17
https://youtu.be/21zACOoqK_s
B500 - Partner Wrist Passes - Czech U17
https://youtu.be/YGDoGb7jQio
B500 3 Spoke Passing - Czech U17
https://youtu.be/BObj4qlKYyY
B500 - Datsyuk Group Puck Protection
https://youtu.be/LzJeS2z4NKQ
B500 Buidling the Diamond Power Play - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/maf-QYik1y4
B500 Cycling and Scoring - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/YzidaHJFVqM
B500 Defenders Stick on the Puck - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/x2L1BQXe30U
B500 Shooting Puck handling, passing - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/VahzlBGaB2I
B500 5 vs 2 Coaches - Canada U20
https://youtu.be/OSbA3eoUpA8
B500 Give and Go x 2 U18
https://youtu.be/4wLsuqqnJ2w
B500 5 vs 2 Coaches - Canada U20
https://youtu.be/BuSBE8EmB2o
B600 2-0 Passing Options - Swiss U20
https://youtu.be/Xi35694E4pI
B600 Breakout 3-0 with 2F 1D - Point shot-Canada U20
https://youtu.be/ca6_RYrrRNw
B600-2 x 2 Shots - Swiss U20
https://youtu.be/DPwI9x_HIt4

B600 - 2 Pass Long Pass - Pro W
https://youtu.be/CqLXuBofwos
B600 - RG x 2 with Point Shots - Pro W
https://youtu.be/5SiyN4ERhmI
B600 1-0, 2-0, 3-0 Small Horseshoe - U18 F
https://youtu.be/6U-Lk6h-0Qw

B600 1-0, 2-0, Point Shot U22
https://youtu.be/_wIeVAFeAPo
B600 2 x One Touch and Stretch Pass - Pro W
https://youtu.be/5ea-_bNUU9w
B600 3 Passes Around and 3-1-Kaz W
https://youtu.be/nfh8i_JcBBQ
B600 Breakout Pass - U18 F
https://youtu.be/iL87Pc_WLaE
B600 Breakout-Low Cycle-Point Shot-ProW
https://youtu.be/rE_LjaNhfOE
B600 Diagonal Pass x 2 U18
https://youtu.be/TkxDS82iyaQ
B600 One Touch x 2 and Diagonal U18
https://youtu.be/rwn5G5GiYd8
B600 Pass x 3 Stretch Pro W
https://youtu.be/l_cjclP0Gg8
B600 Regroup with D Attack 2-0 x 2 U18
https://youtu.be/3a604Hwuaqo
B600 Regroup, 3-0, Delay, Point Shot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/tNb-ZXkLw1g
B600 Regroup-Big Ice-Pass to Wall U18
https://youtu.be/othwQtrAg6g

B600 Regroup-Hinge 2-0 two - U18 F
https://youtu.be/3rBjx4OwGnQ
B600 Regroup-Pass-Attack 2-0 U18
https://youtu.be/RfwYAl66SAs
B600 RG x 2 Point Shot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/O58t5ijmGyE
B600 Square Passing U18
https://youtu.be/PmVY0r_FRCE
B600 - Multiple One Touch Passes – Pro
https://youtu.be/o4G505dzDhM
B600 - Shot x 2-One Touch x 2 - Stretch Pass x 2 - U20
https://youtu.be/t-0gO96osGI
B600 1-0 F Regroup with Both D - U20
https://youtu.be/IRLwiYfbjZ8
B600 Breakout 2 F Shots D Point Shot-Finland U20
https://youtu.be/567GJB_Cgpc
B600 Continuous 3-1 with 2 F and 1 D - Finland U20
https://youtu.be/UkAd6vpvNmw
B600 Diagonal Pass and Regroup - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/BzVco7a69d8
B600 Flow - Breakout - 2 F Shoot - D Point Shot - Finland U20
https://youtu.be/o_FjDNsqPk4
B600 Nzone Passes-Finland U20
https://youtu.be/_v9ie8uG14w
B600 Pass up Face Puck and Shoot - Finnish U20
https://youtu.be/RWXJsMTGNjw
B600 Nzone puck support and Shoot - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/KIO46PNNFYA
B600 Timing and 1-1 - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/AouXzYA39zQ

B600, 2-0 - Pro
https://youtu.be/zcMWtv43fAs
B600, 2-0 Wide Middle x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/tycprPY0mXk
B500 - 2 Players Pass 2 Pucks in Circle - Pro
https://youtu.be/BKIrtRt2H2I

B500 - Pass 1-2-3 Pucks x 4 - Pro
https://youtu.be/nD0_6m1f_OM
B500 - Static Monkey in Middle x 4 - Pro
https://youtu.be/Mdw-91KyzmM
B500 Individual Skill Exercises on Ice - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/0NFWwkOqzKs
B600 - 2-0 Exchange Puck-Shoot x 2 – RB
https://youtu.be/t4u6ST7q5oA
B600 - Exchange Puck and Cross Pass – RB
https://youtu.be/fvbrLoIXGV4
B600 - Give and Go - Wall Support - Shot x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/rcPZ7LZCbnA
B600 - RG-Delay-Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/qx-3Qjndc3U
B600 - RG-Quick up to F to Stretch F- Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/tMnzHDWB7rg
B600 2 x Quick up and Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/RIeFMM7SchE
B600 2-0 Random Pass to Lines – Pro
https://youtu.be/vLPrOBB7Kz0
B600 2-0-RG to 2-2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/_kRm0nCEOME

B600 Breakout 2-0 Regroup at end 2-0 - Pro
https://youtu.be/G5-UX98u8cQ
B600 Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/b6jFhxdNH50
B600 Cross-Drop-Pass 2-0 Prospects
https://youtu.be/LJvolKiogA0
B600 D Agility Skate - Pass - Delay - Point Shot - Pro
https://youtu.be/i5MOXFi4Fnc
B600 Double Pass Regroup Pass and Shoot - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/mey7KZWYjQo
B600 Give and Go x 2 Cross Pass Shoot - RB Pro
https://youtu.be/TjyAYCuETRE
B600 Give and Go x 3 x 2 - Shoot – Pro
https://youtu.be/9zcr5v9LE3E
B600 Give Go Shoot x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/T_R3yfv7lNk
B600 Isolate Wide D on 2-2- Pro
https://youtu.be/L7KEOFJwJzQ
B600 Pass-Across-Across-Stretch x 2 – Shoot – Pro
https://youtu.be/D_6SAmpreeg
B600 Regroup x 2 x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/EkyHySJ3UYo
B600 RG-Delay-Point Shot x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/8k6TePJIJps
B600 Stretch Pass x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/xnwWgRC8T5s
B600 Up-Back-Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/pkgQQkxD9AI
B600 Up-Back-Cross Pass x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/pkgQQkxD9AI

B600 Wall Support 1-0 Pro
https://youtu.be/D8ISB8sOEUM
B600 Wall Support 2-0 Pro
https://youtu.be/L6sUXnSnr3w
B600 Wall Support 2-0 Pro
https://youtu.be/0HKFHG6mCxU
B600, 2-0 Wide Middle x 2 - Pro
https://youtu.be/EaJvAJkduKY
B600-C3, 2 on 1 - Pro
https://youtu.be/3ijFFdC9JwU
B600 - One Touch x 2 Circle-Pass-Shoot - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/Tvczzat31Ak
B600 - One Touch x 2-Wide Pass-Shot - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/oFQGpSyG7Vg
B600 Exchange pucks and shoot – Czech Youth
https://youtu.be/GkV2wnP0ZFQ
B600 Pass Xpass Loop Pass Czech U20
https://youtu.be/mPBg-y-hcKY
B600 - 5-0 RG - 1-0 x 3 - 5-0 Point Shots x 2 - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/74yvUHfxVrU
https://youtu.be/UbrX6Xv-RTk
B600 Red Blue Red Blue Pass Shoot Czech U20
https://youtu.be/1gYQJV7zs34
B600 Regroup - 2 0 Chip In - Czech U20
https://youtu.be/ARFy2EERXtE
B600 Double RG 1 0 Czech U20
https://youtu.be/HiVKeSeNr4c
B600 - Regroup with D 2-0 x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/h1IyhcQg3qc

B600 D Hinge up to F then D Join Play-Pro
https://youtu.be/pn8JnhGdxUU
B600 Regroup, Hinge, Middle D Rush-Pro
https://youtu.be/X9JlBNE9hk0
B600 Regroup, Hinge, Quick Up-Pro
https://youtu.be/l_2mKQ5w2IE
B600 - One Touch x 2 Circle-Pass-Shoot - Russian U20
https://youtu.be/Tvczzat31Ak
B600 - 1-0 Regroup x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/L06Yaz1lrtQ
B600 - Regroup - Delay - D Jump In x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/nkxSj7VVZv8
B600 D Regroup x 2 Point Shot - Pro W
https://youtu.be/HtBU5t6-hnI
B600 Cross-Drop-Pass 2-0 – Pro
https://youtu.be/ADe7lVxdE_Q
B600 - Regroup - 2-0 Chip-In Czech U20
https://youtu.be/ARFy2EERXtE
B600 - Double RG - 1-0 x 2 - Czechia U20
https://youtu.be/HiVKeSeNr4c
B600 - Multiple One Touch Passes – Pro
https://youtu.be/uCBsG4KORMI
B600 Wall Support 1-0 x 2 – Pro
https://youtu.be/w4T47DwMOYY
B600 - Give and Go x 2 - Sw F
https://youtu.be/0Dw8Czycd9U
B600 - Continuous 2-2 Regroup – Tomas
https://youtu.be/dB6DPGuHn3s

B600 - Pass Across 2-0 x 2 - 3-0 - Pro W
https://youtu.be/IYAxPq5y_7Y

B - Passing – Receiving Skills
A – Passing and Receiving Technique – Sweden
A - Sweep Pass – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014021118365543
A - Sweep Pass 2 – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140212161520829
A - Quick Passing – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140211183356746
A - Backhand Passing – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140218170935769
A - Snap Pass – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140220170235275
B500 - Receiving Passes with Hand, Body, Skate – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140304171021406
B500 - 360 Degree Passing – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201403041706067
A - Flip Pass – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140306170416592
A - Board Pass – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140306170211475

Passing-Receiving Technique Drills
A300 One Touch Warm-up - Slovakia U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121204085926671

B2 Pass x 3 Shoot U22
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130201091807144

B2 - 2 on 1 Pass in Front of Toes - Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6914&topic=6914#6914

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140904104222128

B2 - Static Fakes - Give-Go-Give-Shoot – Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6918&topic=6918#6918
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140906101331151

B3 Partner Passing Technique - Finnish U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6184&topic=6184#6184
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012112609115613

B3 Partner Passing
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20080720235041115

B3-D2 Partner Pass - Keepaway - 1-1 Game
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130822134328480

B6 Swedish Puck Exchange
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4905&topic=4905#4905
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120315092804984

B6 Italian Box-One Touch 2-0 - Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=952&topic=952#952
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101006085709474

B6 3-0 With Multiple Pucks
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=454&topic=454#454

B202 Chaos Passing - Kazakstan Women
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=5945&topic=5945#5945
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012082310383134

B202 - Regroup 1-0, 2-0 Pass Options – Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6299&topic=6299#6299
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130201092546814

B202 Nzone Regroup 1-0 and 2-0
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090813080849924
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090813080849924

B202 Pass to All Players
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4709&topic=4709#4709
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt_data/B202%20Pass%20to%20All%20Players.3gp

B202 - 3 on 0 Neutral Zone Passes - Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=881&topic=881#881
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090818155459550

B202 Luhowy Puckhandling and Passing Circuit
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=583&topic=583#583
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2008072023504376

B300 - One Touch Monkey in the Middle - Finland U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120411094000243
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120411094000243

B300 Monkey in the Middle vs 1 and 2 - Russian U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120305093524642

B300 - One Touch Monkey in the Middle - Finland U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=5124&topic=5124#5124
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120411094000243

B300 Three Player Around the Clock
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4692&topic=4692#4692
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120218083539387

B300 Tschumi Around the Clock One Touch Passing
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4631&topic=4631#4631
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/filemgmt_data/B300%20Around%20the%20Clock%20One%20Touch%20Passing.3gp

B500 - Partner Wrist Passes - Czech U17
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6296&topic=6296#6296
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121231222118851

B500 3 Spoke Passing - Czech U17
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6237&topic=6237#6237
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012123116313799

B500 Passing Technique from Sweden
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=574&topic=574#574
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100416075633158

B500 One Touch Passing Drill with 3 players
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=264&topic=264#264
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130521102432764

B500 Individual Skills
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=1578&topic=1578#1578
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20090823205113460

B500 Passing Technique – Finland Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=565&topic=565#565

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20100408080620970

B500 Reijo Passing Routine
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=563&topic=563#563
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20100406095642161

B600 Regroup Passing Drills - Slovakia U20 -2
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=5026&topic=5026#5026
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120329131407565

B - Individual Skills Post Practice 1 – Detroit
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6879&topic=6879#6879
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140811102551141

B - Individual Skills Post Practice 2 – Detroit
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6880&topic=6880#6880
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140812093013227

Passing Games
D1 One Pass in Each Zone
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=1691&topic=1691#1691
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2011032414361323

D1 Shinny – Russian U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4802&topic=4802#4802
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120302093038534

D1 Full Ice All Play
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6598&topic=6598#6598

http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6598&topic=6598#6598

D100 Pro 4-4 Tournament
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6519&topic=6519#6519
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130824182500255

D1 Two Second Game - One Goalie
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=2010&topic=2010#2010
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20110612133904232

D100 Game with One Goalie - Alternate Ends
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=474&topic=474#474
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/video.php?n=20130216093006572

D100 15 Goal Game
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=266&topic=266#266

D100 Two Second Game
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=1409&topic=1409#1409

D4 - Jokers Behind the Net
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120425092815856
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120425092815856

D4 One Zone Game - Slovakia U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6858&topic=7078#7078
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141208094425400

D4 Two Active Jokers Behind the Net
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6858&topic=7083#7083

D4 Two Pass – U15 Boy’s
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6858&topic=7203#7203
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20141224104513276

D5 - Games of Two Pass with Jokers
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20111021093048709
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20111021093048709

D100 Scrimmage Full Ice – Alternate Ends
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=6318&topic=6318#6318
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20130216093006572

D200 with Jokers in the Middle
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=458&topic=458#458
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?s=20110827123618880

D4 Two Pass – Swiss U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120313082015545
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120313082015545

D4 One Pass One Second - Russian U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012022209521290
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2012022209521290

D4 Two Pass - Czech Republic U20
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120104090932478
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120104090932478

D4 Two Pass Game with only Forehand Passes
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=2815&topic=2815#2815
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20111005184904487

D400 Goalies Face Opposite Directions
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=1322&topic=1322#1322
http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20101221142814546

D4 - Jokers Behind the Net
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=5245&topic=5245#5245
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4273&topic=4273#4273

D500 Nets Back to Back – One Goalie
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=4542&topic=4542#4542
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20120416224928657

T D7 Formation
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=451&topic=451#451

D800 Four Games at Once
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/forum/viewtopic.php?showtopic=646&topic=646#646

Forward Game Playing Skills - Sw
B5 - 2-0 Shoot to Far Pad – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140623100009587
B5 - 1 on 1 Drive the Net and Backcheck – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140623095453104
B5 - 3-0 Middle Drive – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014062310072386
T2 B5 - 1-2-2 Forecheck 1 - Puck in Corner – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140624101054941
T2 B5 1-2-2 Forecheck 2 - Rotation on D to D
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140624100312160
T2 B5 Forecheck 3, 1-2-2 F1-F2 Switch – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140624095652106
B5 - Angling Along the Boards – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140625103708719
B5 - Breakout Pass to Wing – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140625103048567
B5 - Scoring On Rebounds – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140625102408180
B5 - Wing Chip Puck Out – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140625101826471
B6 - F Block Point Shots – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140625101436333

B – Battling and Checking Skills
T - Checking Rules and Ethics – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140313174743488
A - Tripod Three Point Stance – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140314162710670
B - Hip Check – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140314162940630
B - Pry Puck Loose Along Boards – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140314163150931
B - Shoulder Check – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014031416344697
B - Taking a Check on the Boards – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140313175050979
B - Protect Puck on Boards and Escape – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140313174922775
B - Offensive Bumping – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140317152836272
B - Poke Check
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140317153424987
B - Stick on the Puck – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140317153804305
A - Chip and Spin Escape Move – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318151723521
B - Blocking Shots – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318151943862

B - Open Ice Shoulder Check – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318152158716
B - Protect the Puck vs. a Poke Check – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318152511571
B - Shoulder Check – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318152745586
B - Taking an Angle Check on the Boards – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140318152953548
B5 - Neutral zone Angling – Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2014032014381730
B - Angling – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140320144146657
B - Block Passes with Shaft of Stick – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140320144359468
B - Protect Puck with Stick Slap – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140320144720442
B - Protect the Puck with Body – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140320144959789
B - Front Attacker and Take Stick – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140321145928696
B2 - Face-off Technique – Sweden
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201401131524415

Work on good habits like shooting in stride, follow the shot for a rebound, stop at the net, go to the net
without the puck ready to shoot in a rebound. Agility skating with the puck is added after these drills
B - Shoot to Score Drills
B4 - 1-0 Shoot off a Pass - Add Backechecker – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501121636470
B4 - 2-0 Shoot to Wide Pad - Add Backcheck – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501122015781

B5 2-0 Shot-Rebound–Shot – Pro
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20121108160612789
B4 - Shoot While Skating – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501122430311
B2 - One Timer x 2 – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501115813266
B2 - Quick Shots Skating in Slot x 2 – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501120121682
B2 - Screen and Tip vs. Defender – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501120506708
B6 - 1-0 Walk Out and Shoot – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501124015982
B6 - Point Shot with a Screen - Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140501124312957
Add Agility Skating
B2 - Shoot-Rebound-Agility Skate – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=20140429102245865
B2- Shoot-Rebound-Screen-Agility – Sw
http://www.hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=201404291015276

